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EPIPELAGIC L-PACKETS AND RECTIFYING CHARACTERS
Tasho Kaletha
Abstract
We provide an explicit construction of the local Langlands correspon-
dence for general tamely-ramified reductive p-adic groups and a class of
wildly ramified Langlands parameters. Furthermore, we verify that our
construction satisfies the expected properties of such a correspondence.
More precisely, we show that each L-packet we construct admits a pa-
rameterization in terms of the Langlands dual group, contains a unique
generic element for a fixed Whittaker datum, satisfies the formal degree
conjecture, is compatible with twists by central and cocentral characters,
provides a stable virtual character, and satisfies the expected endoscopic
character identities. Moreover, we show that in the case of GLn, our con-
struction coincides with the one given by Bushnell and Henniart [BH05a],
[BH05b]. Our results suggest a general approach to the construction of the
local Langlands correspondence for tamely-ramified groups and regular
supercuspidal parameters.
The purpose of this paper is to construct the local Langlands correspondence
for the epipelagic representations of tamely-ramified reductive p-adic groups.
These are irreducible supercuspidal representations of positive depth 1m , where
m is a certain integer. When the residual characteristic p does not divide m,
they appear in the general constructions of supercuspidal representations of
Adler [Ad98] and Yu [Yu01]. More recently, their construction was reinter-
preted by Reeder and Yu [RY] in terms of Vinberg’s theory of graded Lie al-
gebras and this allowed for the restriction p ∤ m to be removed. In the latter
paper, these representations were called epipelagic. In terms of the Adler-Yu
construction, an epipelagic representation of a tamely-ramified connected re-
ductive group G arises from a pair (S, χ), where S ⊂ G is a maximal torus,
and χ : S(F )→ C× is a character, and the pair is subject to certain conditions.
These conditions imply in particular that the torus S is tamely-ramified, but
not unramified. In fact, the ramification degree of the splitting field of S is
equal tom, and we are assuming that p ∤ 2m.
Our construction of the local Langlands correspondence is a generalization of
the approach originally used by Langlands [Lan88] to construct the discrete
series L-packets for real groups, and later employed by DeBacker and Reeder
[DR09] to construct supercuspidal L-packets for certain tamely-ramified pa-
rameters and unramified groups. However, there are two interesting new phe-
nomena occurring in the present situation which were visible neither in the
setting of real groups, nor in the setting of tamely-ramified supercuspidal pa-
rameters.
To describe the first phenomenon, we recall that the first step in Langlands’ ap-
proach is the construction of an elliptic maximal torus S ⊂ G and a character
χ : S(F ) → C× from the given Langlands parameter ϕ. In fact, obtaining the
maximal torus is quite simple. It is the character χ that causes the trouble. Both
in Langlands’ original paper, as well as in the work of DeBacker and Reeder,
χ was obtained by an ad-hoc construction, which is independent of the par-
ticular Langlands-parameter at hand, in that it is the same construction for all
This research is supported in part by NSF grant DMS-1161489.
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parameters of the same kind. In [Kal11a], the author gave a reinterpretation
of the construction of DeBacker and Reeder using the work of Langlands and
Shelstad [LS87, §§5,6] on L-embeddings of maximal tori into the L-group of
G. The upshot is that the Langlands parameter ϕ can be factored as the com-
position of a Langlands parameter ϕS : WF →
LS for the torus S and an
L-embedding Lj : LS → LG. Moreover, it was shown in loc. cit. that in
the setting of tamely-ramified supercuspidal parameters, there is an essentially
unique choice for Lj, and that χ is the character corresponding to the parameter
ϕS . The same uniqueness is also true in the case of real discrete seriesL-packets
and is implicit in the work [She10] of Shelstad. The new phenomenon occur-
ring in the setting of epipelagic L-packets is that the L-embedding Lj ceases
to be unique. In fact, when the maximal torus S is tamely-ramified, there are
always 2n choices of tamely-ramified L-embeddings Lj, for a certain number
n depending on S, and each two choices differ by a sign. The question is then
to choose the correct signs. What is interesting is that there does not appear to
be a universal choice – the signs depend on the arithmetic data encoded in the
particular Langlands parameter ϕ. That this is the case forGLn is visible in the
work of Bushnell and Henniart [BH05b]. Inspired by that work, we give a sim-
ple and explicit construction of the L-embedding Lj : LS → LG, which relies
on the use of Langlands’ λ-constants [LanArt, Thm. 2.1]. The role of choosing
the correct L-embedding in our construction is somewhat parallel to the role
of the rectifying character in the work of Bushnell and Henniart. This parallel
is however not entirely direct, because unlike in the case of GLn, there is no
“naive” construction in our case. Rather, the construction can be performed
only after a choice of an L-embedding has been made.
We now come to the second new phenomenon occurring in our construction.
It concerns the grouping of representations into L-packets. Each constituent of
ourL-packets is constructed, just like in the case of discrete series of real groups
and of depth-zero supercuspidal representations of p-adic groups, from a pair
(S′, χ′) of a maximal torus S′ ⊂ G and a character χ′ : S′(F )→ C×. In the case
of discrete series representations of real groups, as well as in the case of depth-
zero supercuspidal representations of unramified p-adic groups, an L-packet is
formed by considering all G(F )-conjugacy classes of pairs (S′, χ′) in the stable
conjugacy class of the pair (S, χ) that was obtained from the Langlands pa-
rameter ϕ. While we can clearly perform the same construction in our setting,
the result will in general not be an L-packet, as one quickly sees by study-
ing the character relations from the theory of endoscopy. The failure of these
relations leads to the definition and study of a new sign invariant associated
to a maximal torus S′ ⊂ G. This sign invariant takes the form of a function,
which assigns to each element in the set of roots of S′ the number +1 or −1.
Moreover, this sign invariant appears to be interesting in its own right. For
example, it provides a refinement of the Kottwitz sign e(G) associated to the
reductive group G [Kot83]. The invariant can be used to construct a character
ǫS′ : S
′(F ) → C×. In order to obtain the correct L-packet, one has to take the
representations corresponding to the pairs (S′, χ′ · ǫS′), for all G(F )-conjugacy
classes of pairs (S′, χ′) in the stable class of (S, χ). It may be worth pointing out
that, contrary to the case of the L-embedding Lj : LS → LG, the characters ǫS′
do not depend on the Langlands-parameter ϕ or the character χ constructed
from it. Rather, they only depend on the particular torus S′. We believe that
these characterswill play a role in the local Langlands correspondence for other
classes of parameters, especially when considering supercuspidal representa-
tions which arise from tamely-ramified, but not unramified, tori.
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Both of these phenomena came initially as a surprise to us. In [Kal12], we
studied the L-packets of epipelagic representations of depth 1h for split, abso-
lutely simple, simply-connected groupsGwith Coxeter number h. In that situ-
ation, neither of the two phenomena appears. We believe that it is the simply-
connectedness that is chiefly responsible for this. For example, in the study of
the group GLn both phenomena need to be addressed.
We will now describe in more detail the individual results of this paper. After
fixing notation in Section 1 and reviewing some known results in 2 that will
be used throughout the paper, we set off by defining and studying in Section 3
the sign invariant associated to a pair (G,S) of a connected reductive group G
defined over a local field and a maximal torus S of G. The invariant depends
only on the G(F )-conjugacy class of S, but in general it changes when we pass
to a different rational class within the stable class of S, and in particular when
we transfer S to an inner form ofG. The initial definition we give of the invari-
ant is straightforward and elementary, yet in order to study it we find it more
convenient to provide a cohomological interpretation. With this interpretation
at hand, we then give a formula for how the invariant varies within a given
stable class, and from this we conclude that one can recover the Kottwitz sign
e(G) from the invariant of any elliptic maximal torus of G (Proposition 3.2.2).
The main technical burden of this section is the proof of the vanishing result
3.3.1, which is crucial for the proofs of stability and endoscopic transfer in the
later sections.
Having established the necessary results on the toral invariant, we move in
Section 4 to the first main goal of this paper – the construction of the local Lang-
lands correspondence for epipelagic representations. In [RY, §7.1] Reeder and
Yu single out a class of Langlands parameters which they believe should corre-
spond to the class of epipelagic representations ofG under the local Langlands
correspondence, whenever G is an absolutely simple and simply-connected
tamely-ramified p-adic group. Their main motivation for this prediction is the
formal degree conjecture of Hiraga-Ichino-Ikeda [HII08] and its reformulation
given in [GR10]. In the paper at hand, we consider any tamely-ramified reduc-
tive p-adic group G and a class of Langlands parameters for it which gener-
alizes that for the absolutely-simple simply connected case. The precise con-
ditions we impose on the parameters are Conditions 4.1.1 in Section 4.1. To
a Langlands parameter satisfying these conditions, we explicitly construct in
Section 4.1 a finite set (L-packet) of epipelagic representations of G. Here is a
brief summary of the construction: Let F be a finite extension of the field Qp of
p-adic numbers, and let W be its Weil group and Γ its Galois group. Let G be
a connected reductive algebraic group defined over F and split over a tamely-
ramified extension of F . Let Ĝ be the complex Langlands dual group ofG, and
let LG = Ĝ⋊W be the Weil-form of the L-group ofG. A Langlands parameter
ϕ : W → LG satisfying Conditions 4.1.1 normalizes a unique maximal torus T̂
of Ĝ, and hence provides an action ofW on T̂ which one easily shows extends
to an action of Γ. The complex torus T̂ with the new Γ-action is the complex
dual of a torus S defined over F . In Section 4.2 we construct an L-embedding
Lj : LS → LG of the L-group of S into the L-group of G. The construction
of Lj is based on Langlands’ λ-constants [LanArt, Thm. 2.1]. These constants
are Gauss-sums formed from additive characters on certain finite fields, and
the necessary additive characters are extracted from the parameter ϕ. The
L-embedding Lj provides a factorization ϕ = Lj ◦ ϕS , with ϕS : W →
LS
a Langlands parameter for S. Let χS : S(F ) → C
× be the character corre-
sponding to ϕS under the local Langlands correspondence for tori. The torus
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S comes equipped with a stable conjugacy class of embeddings [j] : S → G.
The L-packet on G corresponding to ϕ is then the set of all epipelagic repre-
sentations arising from the pairs j∗(S, χS · ǫj), where j runs over the set of
G(F )-conjugacy classes in the stable conjugacy class [j], and ǫj : S(F )→ C× is
the character constructed in Section 3.6 from the toral invariant of jS. All the
details of this construction are given in Section 4.1, except for the construction
of the L-embedding Lj, which is given in Section 4.2. The reason for this sep-
aration is that the arguments in 4.1 are fairly general and we believe they will
apply with little or no modification to much more general classes of Langlands
parameters. On the other hand, Section 4.2 is quite specific to the parameters at
hand, and while we believe that a similar approach will work for other classes
of parameters, the specific formulas will most likely be different.
It would be interesting to compare the material in our Section 4.1 with that
in [RY, §7.2,§7.3], where the authors consider the special case of an absolutely
simple, simply-connected group G and under the same assumptions on the
residual characteristic of F construct a Langlands parameter starting from an
epipelagic representation. Their construction is quite different from ours, as
it relies on the invariant theory of graded Lie algebras and moreover goes in
the opposite direction. It would be interesting to see how our construction
in Section 4.1, when specialized to absolutely simple and simply-connected
groups, relates to the one in [RY].
After the L-packets have been constructed, the next step, taken up in Sec-
tion 4.3, is to parameterize their constituents in terms of the centralizer Sϕ =
Cent(ϕ, Ĝ). We do this using the language of representations of extended pure
inner forms based on Kottwitz’s theory of isocrystals with additional structure
[Kot85], [Kot97]. Thus, rather than considering an individual group G and a
Langlands parameter for it, we consider all extended pure inner forms Gb of a
given fixed quasi-split groupG and all representations ofGb(F ). The necessary
notions from [Kal11a] are recalled in Section 2.4. Crucial for the parameteriza-
tion is the fact that our L-packets satisfy Shahidi’s tempered packet conjecture
[Sha90] – when the quasi-split group G is endowed with a Whittaker datum,
the L-packet on G contains a unique generic constituent (Proposition 4.1.5).
The parameterization itself takes the form of a commutative diagram
Irr(Sϕ)

∼ // Πϕ

X∗(Z(Ĝ)Γ)
∼ // B(G)bas
(0.0.1)
The set Πϕ consists of equivalence classes of quadruples (G
b, ξ, b, π), where
(ξ, b) : G → Gb is an extended pure inner twist of the fixed quasi-split group
G, and π is an epipelagic representation of Gb(F ). The set Irr(Sϕ) consists of
the equivalence classes of irreducible algebraic representations of the complex
algebraic group Sϕ. The left vertical arrow is given by taking central characters,
while the right vertical arrow is given by sending (Gb, ξ, b) to b. The bottom
horizontal arrow is Kottwitz’s isomorphism [Kot85, Prop. 5.6]. The top vertical
arrow is the bijection we construct.
The remainder of Section 4 is devoted to the proof of two conjectural properties
for our L-packets – the formal degree conjecture of Hiraga, Ichino, and Ikeda
[HII08], and the compatibility with central and cocentral characters [Bo77, §10].
In the course of proving the latter in Section 4.5 we provide a new construction
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of the character of G(F ) associated to a parameterW → Z(Ĝ), and of the char-
acter of ZG(F ) associated to a parameterW →
LG. The original constructions
of these objects [Bo77, §10]required auxiliary choices. We use the cohomology
of crossed modules and the cohomological pairings for complexes of tori of
length two from the work of Kottwitz and Shelstad [KS99, App. A] to provide
canonical constructions of these objects which do not rely on auxiliary choices.
The second main goal of this paper is to prove that our L-packets satisfy the
conjectural character relations of the theory of endoscopy. The first main result
in this direction is Theorem 5.2.1: For any inner twist ξ : G → G′ of the quasi-
split group G, put
SΘϕ,ξ,G′ = e(G
′)
∑
π
Θπ,
where the sum runs over the constituents of the L-packet on G′ for the param-
eter ϕ. Then Theorem 5.2.1 asserts that and if γ ∈ G(F ) and γ′ ∈ G′(F ) are
related strongly-regular semi-simple elements, then
SΘϕ,ξ,G′(γ
′) = SΘϕ,id,G(γ).
This statement contains as a special case the assertion that the function SΘϕ,ξ,G′
is stable. The second main result is the endoscopic transfer. Let (H, s, Lη) be an
extended endoscopic triple for G. In particular Lη is an L-embedding LH →
LG. While this is not the most general case of endoscopy, one can easily reduce
to it by passing to an extension ofGwhose derived group is simply connected,
so it will in fact suffice to treat this case. Fixing a Whittaker datum for G,
there exists for each extended pure inner twist (ξ, b) : G → Gb a canonical
normalization ∆ of the Langlands-Shelstad absolute transfer factor [Kal11a,
§2]. Let ϕ : W → LG be an epipelagic Langlands parameter which factors
through Lη as ϕ = Lη ◦ ϕH . We then have the L-packet ΠϕH ,id,H on H(F ) and
define the endoscopic lift toGb of the stable character SΘϕH ,id,H by the formula
LiftG
b
H SΘϕH ,id,H(γ
b) =
∑
γH∈H(F )sr/st
∆(γH , γb)
DH(γH)2
DGb(γb)2
SΘϕH ,id,H(γ
H).
On the other hand, we define the s-stable character of the packetΠϕ,b onG
b(F )
by
Θsϕ,b = e(G
b)
∑
ρ∈Irr(Sϕ)
ρ7→b
trρ(s)Θπρ .
Here the map ρ 7→ πρ is the top horizontal map in the commutative square
(0.0.1), and the map ρ 7→ b is the composition of the left vertical and lower
horizontal maps. Then Theorem 5.4.1 asserts that
LiftG
b
H SΘϕH ,id,H(γ
b) = Θsϕ,b(γ
b),
provided we assume that the residual characteristic of F is not too small.
The proof of these two theorems is based on the recent work of Adler-Spice
[AS10] on the characters of supercuspidal representations, the works of Wald-
spurger [Wal97], [Wal06], and Ngo [Ngo10] on endoscopy for p-adic Lie-alge-
bras, as well as a recent result of Kottwitz on the comparison of Weil constants
and epsilon factors. The restriction on the residual characteristic comes from
the fact that the proof uses a suitable extension of the locally defined logarithm
map. It may be possible to remove, or at least significantly weaken, this re-
striction via the use of the maps ex used by Adler-Spice, since their character
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formulas, as well as all other ingredients in the proof, are in fact valid without
the restrictions we impose. We have not tried to pursue this.
The last main result of this paper is the comparison of our construction with
the construction of Bushnell and Henniart for GLn(F ) in Section 6. This com-
parison shows (Theorem 6.3.1) that our construction provides the same result
as theirs for the groupGLn(F ), and, since we have already proved the transfer
to inner forms, also for the groupGLn(D) for any division algebraD. The main
part of the comparison is to show that theL-embeddingwe construct in Section
4.2 differs from the “traditional” L-embedding that may be used in the special
case of GLn precisely by the rectifying character of [BH05b, Thm 2.1]. While
the use of Langlands’ λ-constants in Section 4.2 was inspired by the work of
Bushnell and Henniart, this comparison result is still not entirely obvious, the
reason being that our constructions apply to a general group and thus cannot
reference the “traditional” L-embedding available for GLn, and moreover our
constructions have a very different structure from that of the rectifying charac-
ter for GLn.
Acknowledgements: This work has profited greatly from enlightening and
inspiring mathematical conversations with Benedict Gross, Guy Henniart, At-
sushi Ichino, Robert Kottwitz, Mark Reeder, and Loren Spice. It is a pleasure
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1 NOTATION
Throughout the paper, F will denote a p-adic field, i.e. a finite extension of
the field Qp of p-adic numbers. We will write OF for the ring of integers, pF
for the maximal ideal, kF for the residue field – a finite field of cardinality q
and characteristic p. We fix an algebraic closure F of F and denote by Fu the
maximal unramified extension of F contained in F of F . Let ΓF ,WF , IF , PF
denote the Galois, Weil, inertia, andwild inertia groups of F/F . When the field
is clear from the context, we may drop the subscript F . On the other hand, if
E/F is a finite extension, we will denote by Γ(E/F ) or ΓE/F the relative Galois
group, and will use the analogous notation for the other groups associated to
the extension E/F .
The lettersG,H, J will often denote algebraic groups, while the Fraktur letters
g, h, j will denote their Lie-algebras, and g∗, h∗, j∗ their duals. Given an alge-
braic group G, we will write ZG for its center, and AG for the maximal split
torus inside of ZG. For an element γ ∈ G, we will write Cent(γ,G) or G
γ for
the centralizer of γ in G, and Gγ for its connected component. Given a ring R
over which the algebraic group G is defined, we will write G(R) for the set of
R-points of G. It will sometimes be convenient to reuse the symbol G also for
the set of points of G over an algebraically closed field that is understood from
the context (e.g. it may be F if G is defined over F ).
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IfG is a connected reductive group defined overF , wewill denote byBred(G,F )
the reduced Bruhat-Tits building of G(F ). Given x ∈ Bred(G,F ) we will write
G(F )x for the stabilizer of x for the action of G(F ) on B
red(G,F ), and given a
non-negative real number r we will write G(F )x,r and G(F )x,r+ for the corre-
sponding Moy-Prasad filtration subgroups [MP96] of G(F )x. In particular, the
parahoric subgroup at x is G(F )x,0, and its pro-unipotent radical is G(F )x,0+.
Wewill also use the notationG(F )x,r:s to denote the quotientG(F )x,r/G(F )x,s,
as was done in [Yu01]. Similar notation will be used for theMoy-Prasad lattices
inside the Lie-algebra g(F ).
We will make frequent use of local class field theory and of Langlands’ cor-
respondence for tori over local fields. We normalize these correspondences
following Langlands’ article [Lan97]. In particular, uniformizers of non-archi-
medean local fields will correspond to the Frobenius automorphisms of their
maximal unramified extension.
2 PRELIMINARIES
The purpose of this section is to recall some material from [RY], [GLRY], and
[Yu01], which is relevant to our situation. LetG be a connected reductive group
defined over F . We assume that G splits over a tamely ramified extension of
F . Let g be the Lie-algebra of G.
2.1 Parahoric subgroups, Moy-Prasad filtrations, and invariant theory
Let y ∈ Bred(G,F ) be a rational point of order e ([RY, §3.3]). Assume that p ∤ e
and letE/Fu be the smallest extension of order e. Then the groupG splits over
E and y is a hyperspecial point in Bred(G,E) [RY, §4.2]. Choose a uniformizer
ω ∈ E. This choice provides a character
ζ : ΓE/Fu → µe(F
u), σ 7→ ω−1σ(ω),
where µe(F
u) denotes the subgroup of roots of unity in Fu of order e.
Let Gy = G(E)y,0:0+ and gy = g(E)y,0:0+. Then Gy is a connected reductive
group defined over kF and gy is its Lie algebra. For each r ∈ 1eZ, multiplication
by ω−er provides a Gy-equivariant isomorphism
g(E)y,r:r+ → gy.
The point y is preserved byΓE/Fu , andwe have [g(E)y,r:r+]
ΓE/Fu = g(Fu)y,r:r+.
Moreover, the action of ΓE/Fu on g(E)y,0 descends to an algebraic action on gy .
The above isomorphism restricts to an isomorphism of kF -vector spaces
g(Fu)y,r:r+ → gζ
r
y ,
where gζy denotes the ζ-isotypic eigenspace for the action of ΓE/Fu . Further-
more, we have (
[Gy]ΓE/Fu
)◦
= G(Fu)y,0:0+.
The fact that y is stable under Frobenius provides a kF -structure on both the
reductive group Gy and its Lie-algebra gy and we have(
[Gy]ΓE/Fu
)◦
(kF ) = G(F )y,0:0+, g(F )y,r:r+ → gζ
r
y (kF ).
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Note that the same discussion applies equally well to the dual g∗ of the Lie-
algebra g.
We now recall a few notions. Let H be a reductive group over some alge-
braically closed field and let V be a rational representation of H . Let K be the
kernel of this representation. We call a vector v ∈ V stable if
[Stab(v,H) : K] <∞.
We call a vector in Lie(H) or Lie∗(H) regular semi-simple, if its connected cen-
tralizer for the (co)-adjoint action ofH is a maximal torus, and strongly-regular
semi-simple, if its centralizer is a maximal torus. These two notions coincide in
many cases, but not always, as for example over fields of small positive char-
acteristic.
Proposition 2.1.1. An element X of gζry or g∗yζ
r
is a stable vector for the action of(
[Gy]ΓE/Fu
)◦
if and only if its inclusion into gy or g∗y is regular semi-simple and the
action of ΓE/Fu on S = Stab(v,Gy) is elliptic, i.e. X∗(S)ΓE/Fu = X∗(Z(Gy)).
Proof. The proof is the same as for [GLRY, Lemma 5.6].
2.2 Generic characters
In this section we will recall the notion of generic characters. It was defined in
[Yu01, §9], generalizing an earlier definition of Kutzko for GLn. We will fur-
thermore provide a characterization of generic character which will be useful
later.
Let S ⊂ G be an elliptic tamely-ramified maximal torus, let s be its Lie-algebra.
and let r > 0. A character χ : S(F ) → C× is called generic of depth r if it
satisfies two conditions. First, it must restrict trivially to S(F )r+. If that is the
case, then using the Moy-Prasad isomorphism
MPS : S(F )r:r+ → s(F )r:r+
it gives rise to a character on s(F )r/s(F )r+. This is a finite-dimensional kF -
vector space and its dual is given by s∗(F )−r:(−r)+. Thus, given a non-trivial
character ψ : kF → C×, there is a unique element X ∈ s∗(F )−r:(−r)+ such that
χ(Y ) = ψ〈X,Y 〉 ∀Y ∈ s(F )r:r+.
The kF -line spanned by X is independent of the choice of ψ.
Let E/Fu be the splitting extension of S × Fu. There is a non-zero element
z ∈ E such that zX ∈ s∗(E)0:0+. The kF -line lχ spanned by zX depends nei-
ther on the choice of z nor on the choice of ψ, and is thus canonically associated
to χ. We can embed s∗ into g∗ as the 1-isotypic subspace of g∗ for the coadjoint
action of S. More precisely, the natural surjection g∗ → s∗ which is dual to the
embedding s → g becomes an isomorphism when restricted to the 1-isotypic
eigenspace for the coadjoint action of S on g∗. In this way, lχ becomes a line in-
side g∗(E)x,0:0+, where x is the point of B
red(G,F ) corresponding to S [Pr01].
This quotient is isomorphic to the kE-points of the dual Lie algebra of the re-
ductive kE-groupG(E)x,0:0+. The second condition that χmust satisfy in order
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to be called generic is that the line lχ be strongly-regular semi-simple, i.e. that
its centralizer in G(E)x,0:0+ for the coadjoint action be a maximal torus.
We can now give the following characterization of generic characters.
Lemma 2.2.1. Let χ : S(F )→ C× be a character trivial on S(F )r+ and non-trivial
on S(F )r. Let E/F be the splitting extension of S and N : S(E) → S(F ) the norm
map. Then χ is generic if and only if the following conditions hold:
1. For each root α ∈ R(S,G), the character
E×r /E
×
r+ → C
×, x 7→ χ(N(α∨(x)))
is non-trivial.
2. The stabilizer of χ ◦N : S(E)r → C× in Ω(S,G) is trivial.
Proof. We fix a non-trivial character ψ : kF → C× and letX ∈ s∗(F )−r:(−r)+ be
the unique element such that χ(y) = ψ〈X,MPS(y)〉 for all y ∈ S(F )r:r+. If e is
the ramification degree of E/F , then one computes for y ∈ S(E)r:r+
χ(N(y)) = ψ(e · tr kE/kF 〈X,MPS(y)〉).
Since p ∤ e, the characterΨ : kE → C×, x 7→ ψ(e · tr kE/kF (x)) is non-trivial.
Let ω ∈ E be a uniformizer and α ∈ R(S,G). For x ∈ prE/p
r+
E one has
χ(N(α∨(1 + x))) = Ψ〈X, dα∨(x)〉 = Ψ〈ωrX, dα∨(ω−rx)〉.
The line in s∗(E)0:0+ spanned by ω
rX is the line canonically associated to χ,
and it is regular if and only if 〈ωrX, dα∨(1)〉 is a non-zero element of kE for all
α ∈ R(S,G). This is equivalent to the non-triviality of the linear form
kE → kE , u 7→ 〈ω
rX, dα∨(u)〉
and this in turn is equivalent to the non-vanishing of the character of prE/p
r+
E
provided by the right-hand side of above equation (in the variable x). Thus the
first condition in the statement of the lemma is equivalent to the regularity of
the line lχ.
Given that, the second condition is then equivalent to the strong regularity of
lχ, because for a given w ∈ Ω(S,G), the equality Ψ〈X,Y 〉 = Ψ〈X,
wY 〉 for all Y
is equivalent to the equality X = w
−1
X .
2.3 Construction of a map (S, χ) 7→ πS,χ
Let S ⊂ G be a tamely ramified maximal torus defined over F and let χ :
S(F )→ C× be a character. We assume that this data has the following proper-
ties.
Conditions 2.3.1.
1. The image of IF in AutF (S) is generated by an elliptic regular element.
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2. If e is the ramification degree of the splitting extension of S, then χ restricts
trivially to S(F ) 2
e
and non-trivially to S(F ) 1
e
.
3. The character of S(F ) 1
e
/S(F ) 2
e
induced by χ is generic.
Given this data, an epipelagic supercuspidal representation of G(F ) of depth
1
e can be constructed as follows. The torus S acts on the Lie algebra g of G and
decomposes it as
g = s⊕ n
where s is the Lie algebra of S and and n is the sum of all isotypic subspaced
on which S acts non-trivially. This direct decomposition is defined over F . Let
y ∈ Bred(G,F ) be the unique point corresponding to the embedding j [Pr01].
Then we have for all real numbers r we have
g(F )y,r = s(F )y,r ⊕ n(F )y,r.
The character χ provides a character on
S(F ) 1
e :
2
e
∼= s(F ) 1
e :
2
e
which can be extended to a character χ̂0 on
G(F )y, 1e :
2
e
∼= g(F )y, 1e :
2
e
using the above decomposition. Since this character is invariant under the con-
jugation of S(F ) on G(F )y, 1e and its restriction to S(F )
1
e
agrees with χ, we
obtain a character
χ̂ : S(F )G(F )y, 1e → C
×, (s, g) 7→ χ(s)χ̂0(g).
We put r = 1e and V = g(Fu)y,r:r+. Then V is a vector space over kF with a
kF -structure and V(kF ) = g(F )y,r:r+. Moreover, we have V∗ = g∗(Fu)y,−r:0.
Proposition 2.3.2. Let ξ : kF → C× be a non-trivial character, and let λ : V(kF )→
kF be the unique linear form such that χ̂0 = ξ ◦ λ. Then
1. λ is a stable vector for the action of G(Fu)y,r:r+ on V∗.
2. The stabilizer of λ for the action of G(F )y on V∗ is precisely S(F )G(F )y,r.
Proof. The first statement follows immediately from Proposition 2.1.1 and the
genericity of χ. We set out to prove the second statement.
Recall that r = 1e , let X ∈ s
∗(F )−r be a lift of λ, and let g ∈ G(F )y . Put
Y = Ad(g)X . Since
V∗(kF ) = g∗(F )x,−r:0
the coadjoint action of g fixes λ precisely when X − Y ∈ g∗(F )0. Our goal is to
show that in this situation g ∈ S(F )G(F )y,r. This requires several steps.
Lemma 2.3.3. Let t be a positive element of 1eZ. Then the map
g 7→ (Ad(h)− 1)X
is an isomorphism of finite groups
G(F )x,t
G(F )x,t+ · S(F )x,t
−→
g∗(F )x,t−r
g∗(F )x,(t−r)+ + s∗(F )x,t−r
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Proof. It is known that the image of the givenmap belongs to g∗(F )x,t−r [DR09,
Appendix B.5]. Since both sides are kF -vector spaces of the same dimension,
thus finite abelian groups of the same order, it will be enough to show that the
map is an injective homomorphism. We have
(Ad(h′h′′)− 1)X = Ad(h′)Ad(h′′)X −Ad(h′)X +Ad(h′)X −X
= Ad(h′)[(Ad(h′′)− 1)X ] + (Ad(h′)− 1)X
= (Ad(h′′)− 1)X + (Ad(h′)− 1)X
where the last equality holds because, due to the positivity of t, the coadjoint
action of G(F )x,t on the quotient g
∗(F )x,(t−r):(t−r)+ is trivial. To show injectiv-
ity, we consider the following diagram
G(F )x,t
G(F )x,t+·S(F )x,t
//
MP

g∗(F )x,t−r
g∗(F )x,(t−r)++s∗(F )x,t−r _

g(F )x,t
g(F )x,t++s(F )x,t _

g(E)x,t
g(E)x,t++s(E)x,t
·ω−et

g∗(E)x,t−r
g∗(E)x,(t−r)++s∗(E)x,t−r
·ω−e(t−r)

g(E)x,0:0+
s(E)0:0+
H 7→[H,X]−X // g
∗(E)x,0:0+
s∗(E)0:0+
The inclusions come from the standard vanishing result in Galois cohomology,
and the pairing [] is the action of a Lie algebra on its dual, i.e. the differential of
the coadjoint action. The regularity of X in g∗(E)x,0:0+ implies that if [X,H ] ∈
s∗(E)0:0+, then H ∈ s(E)0:0+, which shows that the bottom map is injective.
Lemma 2.3.4. Assume that X − Y ∈ g∗(F )x,s + s
∗(F )0, where s ∈
1
eZ≥0. Then
there exists h ∈ G(F )x,s+ such thatX −Ad(h)Y ∈ g
∗(F )x,s+ + s
∗(F )0.
Proof. Write X − Y = Z1 + Z2 with Z1 ∈ g
∗(F )x,s and Z2 ∈ s
∗(F )0. By the
preceding lemma, choose h ∈ G(F )x,s+ such that
(Ad(h−1)− 1)X ∈ −Z1 + g
∗(F )x,s+ + s
∗(F )s.
Then we have
X −Ad(h)Y = Ad(h)[Ad(h−1)X − Y ]
= Ad(h)[(Ad(h−1)− 1)X + Z1 + Z2]
∈ Ad(h)[g∗(F )x,s+ + s
∗(F )0]
The lattice g∗(F )x,s+ is preserved by Ad(h), while for an element Z ∈ s
∗(F )0
we have
Ad(h)Z = (Ad(h)− 1)Z + Z ∈ g∗(F )x,s+ + s
∗(F )0.
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Lemma 2.3.5. There exists h ∈ G(F )y,r such that Ad(h)Y ∈ s
∗(F )−r.
Proof. If Y ∈ s∗(F )−r there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, let s be the largest
element of 1eZ for which X − Y ∈ g
∗(F )x,s + s
∗(F )0. Since X − Y ∈ g
∗(F )x,0,
s1 ≥ 0 is positive. Applying the preceding lemma, we obtain h1 ∈ G(F )x,s+
such thatX−Ad(h1)Y ∈ g
∗(F )x,s++s
∗(F )0. Inductively we obtain a sequence
hk ∈ G(F )x,s+ ke
with the property that
X −Ad(hk · hk−1 · · · · · h1)Y ∈ g
∗(F )x,s+ ke
+ s∗(F )0.
Let h be the limit, for k →∞, of the sequence of partial products pk = hk . . . h1.
Then we have
X −Ad(h)Y ∈ s∗(F )0.
We are now ready to complete the proof. Recall that X ∈ s∗(F )−r is generic,
g ∈ G(F )y , Y = Ad(g)X , and X − Y ∈ g
∗(F )y,0. Choose h as in the above
lemma, and put Y ′ = Ad(h)Y . Then Y ′ ∈ s∗(F )−r and
X − Y ′ = X − Y − (Ad(h)− 1)Y ∈ g∗(F )y,0.
We claim that w = hg ∈ S(F ). Indeed, since both elements X and Y ′ be-
long to s∗(F ) and are regular, w belongs to the normalizer of S in G(F )y . We
want to show that its image w¯ in the Weyl group Ω(S,G) is trivial. Since y is
a special vertex in Bred(G,E) and E splits S, the Weyl group Ω(S,G) projects
isomorphically to the Weyl group ofGx,E(kE). The elements ωX and ωY
′ have
the same image in g∗x,E(kE), and this image is strongly-regular. The statement
follows.
Let
πS,χ := c-ind
G(F )
S(F )G(F )
y, 1
e
χ̂.
According to [RY], this is an irreducible supercuspidal representation of depth
1
e .
Fact 2.3.6. The representations πS1,χ1 and πS2,χ2 are isomorphic if and only if the
pairs (S1, χ1) and (S2, χ2) are rationally conjugate.
We now want to recall a result of DeBacker and Reeder from [DR10], per-
taining to the genericity of the representation πS,χ. Assume that G is quasi-
split. Choose a non-degenerate G-invariant bilinear form 〈〉 on g(F ) and an
additive character ψ : F → C×. Let (B,ψB) be a Whittaker datum. Write
B = TU and g = t ⊕ u ⊕ u, where U is the unipotent radical of the Borel sub-
group T -opposite to B. There exists a regular nilpotent element E− ∈ u(F )
such that ψ〈X,E−〉 = ψB(exp(X)) for all X ∈ u(F ). Furthermore, there ex-
ists a regular semi-simple element Y ∈ s(F ) such that for all t ∈ S(F ) 1
e
,
χS(t) = ψ〈Y,MPS(t)〉.
Proposition 2.3.7 (DeBacker-Reeder, [DR10]). The representation πS,χ is (B,ψB)-
generic if and only if Y belongs to the Kostant-section associated to E−.
We remark that, while the statement of this result [DR09, Prop. 4.10] requires
that S be an unramified torus and its point in Bred(G,F ) be a vertex, the result
holds without that assumption and the proof remains the same.
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2.4 Isocrystals and inner forms
We briefly recall some material from [Kot85], [Kot97], and [Kal11a], which will
be used in the construction of L-packets and the study of their endoscopy.
Let L be a completion of Fu. Then L = L ⊗Fu F is an algebraic closure
of L. In [Kot85], [Kot97], Kottwitz defines and studies the set B(G) of iso-
morphism classes of isocrystals with G-structure. It can be defined cohomo-
logically as H1(WF , G(L)), which is the same as the set of Frobenius-twisted
conjugacy classes in G(L). To such an object b, Kottwitz defines its New-
ton homomorphism νb : D → G(L), which is a group homomorphism de-
fined up to conjugation, and D is the pro-diagonalizable group whose char-
acter module is the trivial Γ-module Q. Kottwitz shows that the natural map
H1(Γ, G(F )) → H1(WF , G(L)) is injective and its image is precisely the set of
bwith νb = 1. The (often larger) set for which νb factors through Z(G) is called
the set of basic G-isocrystals, denoted by B(G)bas. Kottwitz shows that every
element of B(G)bas gives rise to an inner form of G.
We now consider the pullback diagram
E(G,Z)
p

// Z1(WF , G(L))bas

Z1(Γ, [G/Z](F ))
  // Z1(WF , [G/Z](L))bas
Since the lower horizontal arrow is injective, so is the upper. Moreover, one
can define [Kal11a, §2.1] an equivalence relation on E(G,Z) so that the square
remains cartesian after passing to equivalence classes at all four corners. In
doing so, the lower horizontal map becomes bijective, and thus so does the
upper. The upshot is that E(G,Z) allows us to select “nice” cocycles in each
cohomology class in B(G)bas.
Let S ⊂ G be an elliptic maximal torus. Then we can also form the set E(S,Z).
Just as in the case ofG, it embeds into Z1(WF , S(L)) (we can omit the subscript
bas now, as it has no effect for tori). We claim moreover that, also as in the
case of G, the map E(S,Z) → B(S) is surjective. We need to show that the
mapH1(Γ, [S/Z](F ))→ H1(WF , [S/Z](L)) is bijective, which was tautological
for the basic elements for G/Z , but it is not so here. It is nonetheless quite
immediate – the image of this map is the subset of b for which νb is trivial.
However, νb can be interpreted as an element of X∗(S/Z)
Γ ⊗ Q, and since S is
elliptic,X∗(S/Z)
Γ = {0}.
An inner twist of G is a map ξ : G→ G′ which is an isomorphism of algebraic
groups defined over F , and for which ξ−1σ(ξ) ∈ Inn(G). Given two strongly-
regular semi-simple elements γ ∈ G(F ) and γ′ ∈ G′(F ), we say that γ and γ′
are stably-conjugate (or related), if there exists g ∈ G such thatAd(g)γ = γ′. An
extended pure inner twist is defined to be (ξ, b) : G → G′, where ξ : G → G′
is an inner twist, b ∈ E(G,Z), and ξ−1σ(ξ) = Ad(p(b)σ). Two semi-simple
elements γ ∈ G(F ) and γ′ ∈ G′(F )will be called stably-conjugate if there exists
an equivalent extended pure inner twist (ξ′, b′) : G → G′ such that ξ′(γ) = γ′
and b′ ∈ B(Gγ). In that situation, we will give b
′ the name invb(γ, γ
′), or if
b is understood, just inv(γ, γ′). This element allows one to define compatible
normalizations of transfer factors [Kal11a, §2.2].
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3 ON TORAL INVARIANTS
3.1 Definition of the toral invariant
LetG be a connected reductive group defined over a local field F , and let S ⊂ G
be a maximal torus defined over F . This section will be devoted to the study
of a certain invariant of the pair (S,G). Consider the set R(S,G) of roots of
S. The Galois group Γ of F acts on this set. Following [LS87], we will call an
orbit of this action symmetric, if it is preserved by multiplication by −1. Oth-
erwise, we will call the orbit asymmetric. We will also need to pay attention to
the action of the inertia subgroup I ⊂ Γ on R(S,G). A given Γ-orbit O de-
composes as a disjoint union of I-orbits, and one has the following dichotomy:
Either all I-orbits contained inO are stable under multiplication by−1, or none
is. In the first case, we will call O inertially symmetric, and in the second case
inertially asymmetric. We will say that a root α ∈ R(S,G) is (inertially) sym-
metric/asymmetric, if its Γ-orbit has this property. The sets of symmetric resp.
inertially symmetric roots will be denoted by R(S,G)sym resp. R(S,G)insym.
Given a root α ∈ R(S,G), one has the subgroups
Γα = Stab(α,Γ) and Γ±α = Stab({α,−α},Γ).
One has [Γ±α : Γα] = 1 if α is asymmetric, and [Γ±α : Γα] = 2 if α is symmetric.
Analogously, we have the subgroups Iα and I±α of I with [I±α : Iα] being
equal to 1 resp. 2 when α is inertially asymmetric resp. symmetric. Let Fα and
F±α be the subfields of F fixed by Γα resp. Γ±α. Then α is symmetric if and
only if Fα/F±α is a quadratic extension, and is inertially symmetric if and only
if this extension is ramified.
The toral invariant that we are going to study in this section is a function
f : R(S,G)sym → {±1},
which is defined as follows: Let α ∈ R(S,G) be a symmetric root. The 1-
dimensional root subspace gα ⊂ g corresponding to α is defined over Fα, and
we may choose a non-zero elementXα ∈ gα(Fα). Let τ ∈ Γ±αrΓα. Then τXα
is a non-zero element of g−α(Fα), and
f(Xα) :=
[Xα, τXα]
Hα
is thus a non-zero element of Fα. HereHα ∈ s(Fα) is the coroot corresponding
to α. One checks right away that f(Xα) ∈ F
×
±α, and that changing the choice
of Xα multiplies f(Xα) by an element of F
×
±α which is a norm from Fα. Let
κα : F
×
±α → {±1} be the non-trivial character which kills all norms from Fα. It
follows that
f(α) = κα
(
[Xα, τXα]
Hα
)
is independent of the choice ofXα. This is the invariant that will be the subject
of this section. In the case where F = R, this invariant is well known – a
symmetric root α is then customarily called imaginary, and it is further called
compact if f(α) = −1, and non-compact otherwise.
The following simple observation is sometimes useful.
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Fact 3.1.1. The function f : R(S,G)sym → {±1} is Γ-invariant.
Since this invariant is associated to the pair (G,S), we will sometimes denote it
by f(G,S). It is clear that f(G,S) = f(Gad,Sad). On the other hand, it is important to
note that this invariant is sensitive to both the group G and the torus S – if S is
replaced by a stably-conjugate torus, or if G is replaced by an inner form, then
the invariant will in general be different. We will study some of this behavior
in the next subsections.
Before we begin with the study of the invariant f(G,S), it will be useful to recall
another notion from [LS87] which we will heavily use. A gauge on R(S,G)
is a function p : R(S,G) → {±1} with the property that p(−α) = −p(α). A
choice of positive roots on R(S,G) determines a gauge, but not all gauges arise
in this way. If p, q are two gauges, then there exists a sequence of gauges p =
p0, p1, . . . , pn = q such that for each i = 0, . . . , n − 1, the gauges pi and pi+1
disagree on a single pair {γ,−γ} of roots. In other words, pi(α) 6= pi+1(α)
implies α ∈ {γ,−γ}.
3.2 A cohomological interpretation
The sign f(α) associated to α ∈ R(S,G)sym can be given the following coho-
mological interpretation. Let Sα be the 1-dimensional anisotropic torus defined
over F±α and split over Fα. Thus, Sα(F ) = F
×
with σ ∈ Γ±α acting as
σα(x) = (σx)
κα(σ),
where κα is now viewed as a character on Γ±α via local class field theory. The
inflation-restriction sequence and Hilbert’s theorem 90 imply that the inflation
map
H1(Γ±α/Γα, Sα(Fα))→ H
1(Γ±α, Sα(F ))
is an isomorphism. On the other hand, we have the isomorphism
H1(Γ±α/Γα, Sα(Fα))→ F
×
±α/N(F
×
α )
given by evaluating a 1-cocycle of Γ±α/Γα with values in Sα(Fα) = F
×
α at the
non-trivial element of Γ±α/Γα. Composing the inverse of the first isomorphism
with the second and then with the character κα, we obtain an isomorphism
κcohα : H
1(Γ±α, Sα(F ))→ {±1}.
Proposition 3.2.1.
1. For any non-zero element Xα ∈ gα(F ), the map
f coh(Xα) : Γ±α → F
×
, σ 7→
σXσ−1α
Xα
is an element of Z1(Γ±α, Sα(F )).
2. If X−α ∈ g−α is such that [Xα, X−α] = Hα, then
f coh(X−α) = f
coh(Xα)
−1.
3. The cohomology class f coh(α) of f coh(Xα) is independent of the choice of Xα,
and its image under κcohα is equal to f(α).
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Proof. We note first that f coh(Xα) is well-defined, because σXσ−1α is a non-zero
element of gα(F ) for each σ ∈ Γ±α. Before proving that f
coh(Xα) is a 1-cocycle,
it will be more convenient to prove the second part of the proposition. For this,
note first that for all σ ∈ Γ, we have
σHσ−1α = Hα.
Then applying σ ∈ Γ±α to the equation
1 =
[Xσ−1α, X−σ−1α]
Hσ−1α
we obtain
1 =
[σXσ−1α, σX−σ−1α]
σHσ−1α
=
[f coh(Xα, σ)Xα, f
coh(X−α, σ)X−α]
Hα
= f coh(Xα, σ)f
coh(X−α, σ).
Having shown the second claim, we now turn to f coh(Xα) ∈ Z
1(Γ±α, Sα(F )).
For this, let σ, τ ∈ Γ±α. Then
f coh(Xα, στ) =
στXτ−1σ−1α
Xα
=
στXτ−1σ−1α
σXσ−1α
σXσ−1α
Xα
= σ
(
τXτ−1σ−1α
Xσ−1α
)
f coh(Xα, σ)
Now
τXτ−1σ−1α
Xσ−1α
=
{
f coh(Xα, τ) , σ ∈ Γα
f coh(X−α, τ) , σ ∈ Γ±α r Γα
and using part 2 which we just proved, we see that in both cases we have
σ
(
τXτ−1σ−1α
Xσ−1α
)
= σα(f
coh(Xα, τ)).
We now come to part 3. If X˜α = cXα for some c ∈ F
×
, then X˜−α = c
−1X−α,
and hence we have σ(X˜σ−1α) = σα(c)σXσ−1α. This implies that f(X˜α, σ) =
c−1σα(c)f(Xα, σ), showing that the class of f(Xα) is independent of the choice
of Xα. Now let Xα ∈ gα(Fα). Then f(Xα) is the inflation of an element of
Z1(Γ±α/Γα, Sα(Fα)), and thus
κcohα (f
coh(α)) = κα(f
coh(Xα, τ))
for any τ ∈ Γ±α r Γα. But
f coh(Xα, τ) =
τX−α
Xα
= τf(Xα)
−1
and hence
κα(f
coh(Xα, τ)) = κα(f(Xα)) = f(α).
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As a first application of the cohomological interpretation of f(α), we obtain a
description of the behavior of f(α) under stable conjugacy.
Proposition 3.2.2. Let (G,S) and (G′, S′) be two pairs consisting of a connected
reductive group and a maximal torus thereof, both defined over the local field F . Let
ξ : G → G′ be an inner twist which restricts to an isomorphism S → S′ defined over
F . Then
1.
f(G′,S′)(ξα) = f(G,S)(α) · κα(ηt,α),
where for each α ∈ R(S,G)sym, ηt,α is the image of tσ = ξ
−1σξ ∈ H1(F, Sad)
under
H1(F, Sad)
Res // H1(F±α, Sad)
α // H1(F±α, Sα) .
2. If t is the image of λ ∈ H−1(E/F,X∗(Sad)) under the Tate-Nakayama isomor-
phism, then
κα(ηt,α) = (−1)
〈λ,
∑
σ∈Γ/Γ±α
σα〉
.
3. If S is elliptic, we have∏
α∈R(S′,G′)sym/Γ
f(G′,S′)(α) = e(G)e(G
′)
∏
α∈R(S,G)sym/Γ
f(G,S)(α).
Proof. Choose Xα ∈ gα(F ). Then the first claim follows from part 3 of Proposi-
tion 3.2.1 and the following computation.
f coh(G′,S′)(ξXα, σ) =
σξXσ−1α
ξXα
=
ξ(ξ−1σξ)σXσ−1α
ξXα
=
ξα(ξ−1σξ)f coh(G,S)(Xα, σ)Xα
ξXα
= α(ξ−1σξ)f coh(G,S)(Xα, σ).
For the second claim, the functoriality and compatibility with connecting ho-
momorphisms of the Tate-Nakayama isomorphism gives the diagram
H1(F, S)
Res // H1(F±α, S)
α // H1(F±α, Sα)
H−1(E/F,X∗(S))
∼=
OO
Res // H−1(E/F±α, X∗(S))
∼=
OO
α // H−1(F±α/Fα,Z(−1))
OO
[X∗(S)Γ]tor
OO
// [X∗(S)Γ±α ]tor
OO
// Z/2Z
OO
The left horizontal arrow on the bottom is given by
[λ] 7→ [
∑
σ∈Γ/Γ±α
σ−1λ]
and the right horizontal arrow on the bottom is given by
[µ] 7→ 〈µ, α〉.
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This proves the second claim. For the final claim, we need to show that∏
α∈R(G,S)sym/Γ
κα(ηt,α)
is equal to e(G)e(G′). In view of the first part of this proposition, we may
assume that G is quasi-split. Using the second part, we see that the above
product is equal to (−1) raised to the power∑
α∈R(G,S)sym/Γ
∑
σ∈Γ/Γ±α
〈λ, σα〉.
On the other hand, the Kottwitz sign e(G′) [Kot83] is given by taking the image
of ξ−1σξ under the map
H1(F, Sad)
∂ // H2(F,Z(Gsc))
ρ // H2(F,Gm)
exp(2πiinv)// C× ,
where ρ denotes half the sum of an arbitrary set of positive roots. Dual to the
above sequence we have the sequence
H1(F,X∗(Sad)) H
0(F,X∗(Z(Gsc)))
∂oo H0(F,Z)
·ρoo
The character exp(2πiinv) : H2(F,Gm) → C× corresponds to the element 1 ∈
H0(F,Z). Thus the character onH1(F, Sad) given by the first sequence is equal
to the image of 1 under the second sequence. This image is represented by the
element σρ − ρ of Z1(F,X∗(Sad)). We want to compute the paring of the class
of this cocycle with ξ−1σξ. This pairing is given by
exp(2πiinv((σρ− ρ) ∪ (ξ−1σξ)).
But we are assuming that ξ−1σξ = (λ ∪ FundE/F ), where FundE/F denotes the
fundamental class of E/F inH2(F,Gm). Thus
exp(2πiinv((σρ− ρ) ∪ (ξ−1σξ)) = exp(2πiinv((σρ− ρ) ∪ (λ ∪ FundE/F ))
= exp(2πi[E : F ]−1((σρ− ρ) ∪ λ))
= exp(2πi[E : F ]−1(
∑
σ∈Γ(E/F )
σ〈(σ−1ρ− ρ), λ〉))
= exp(2πi〈−ρ, λ〉)
= (−1)〈2ρ,λ〉
What remains to be shown is that in Z/2Zwe have the equality
〈2ρ, λ〉 =
∑
α∈R(G,S)sym/Γ
∑
σ∈ΓE/Γ±α
〈λ, σα〉.
Recall that 2ρ is the sum of an arbitrary choice of positive roots in R(S,G). For
any gauge p : R(S,G)→ {±1}, let
Rp =
∑
β∈R(S,G)
p(β)=+1
β.
It is clear that for two gauges p, q, we have Rp = Rq in X
∗(S)/2X∗(S). If we
take p to be the gauge for which Rp = 2ρ, and q to be a gauge which is constant
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on every asymmetric orbit of Γ in R(S,G), then we see that 〈2ρ, λ〉 = 〈Rq, λ〉
and moreover
Rq =
∑
β∈R(S,G)sym
q(β)=+1
β.
The reason that the above sum runs only over the symmetric roots is that if an
asymmetric root is q-positive, then so is its entire orbit, but the sum over that
orbit is zero due to the ellipticity of S. It is now clear that inX∗(S)/2X∗(S)we
have the equality ∑
α∈R(G,S)sym/Γ
∑
σ∈ΓE/Γ±α
α = Rq.
3.3 A vanishing result
The purpose of this section is to prove the following vanishing statement for
the toral invariant f : R(S,G)sym → {±1} when F is a non-archimedean local
field.
Proposition 3.3.1. Assume that the action of I on X∗(S) is tame and generated by a
regular elliptic element. Then f(α) = 1 for all inertially asymmetric α ∈ R(S,G)sym.
We will first prove a weaker result which holds under a more general hypoth-
esis.
Lemma 3.3.2. In the situation of Proposition 3.2.2, assume that the action of I on
X∗(S) is elliptic. Then for all inertially asymmetric α ∈ R(S,G)sym, we have
f(G′,S′)(ξα) = f(G,S)(α).
Proof of Lemma 3.3.2. According to Proposition 3.2.2 it is enough to show that
for any set of representativesX ⊂ Γ for the quotient Γ/Γ±α, we have∑
σ∈X
σα ∈ 2Q,
where Q is the span of R(S,G) in X∗(S). It is clear that this statement is inde-
pendent of the particular choice of X . Moreover, the choice of X is equivalent
to the choice of a gauge on the orbit O of Γ through α. By assumption, each
I-orbit inside of O is asymmetric. Thus, we may choose a gauge p : O → {±1}
which is constant on each I-orbit. Then the above sum takes the form∑
o∈O/I
p(o)=+1
∑
β∈o
β.
The inertial ellipticity of S implies that the inner sum is always zero.
Before proving Proposition 3.3.1, we need a preparatory lemma.
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Lemma 3.3.3. Assume that the action of I on X∗(S) is tame and generated by a
regular element. Let α ∈ R(S,G)sym be inertially asymmetric, and let E be the
splitting field of S. IfXα ∈ gα(E), then
f(α) = (−1)valE(f
coh(Xα,τ))
for any τ ∈ Γ±α r Γα.
Proof. Since Xα is fixed by ΓE , the 1-cocycle f
coh(Xα) is the inflation of an ele-
ment of Z1(Γ±α/ΓE , Sα(E)). According to Proposition 3.2.1, f(α) is the image
of f coh(Xα) under the isomorphism
H1(Γ±α/Γα, Sα(Fα))

Inf // H1(Γ±α/ΓE, Sα0(E))
F×±α/N(F
×
α )
κα // {±1}
We are assuming that α is inertially asymmetric, and hence Fα/F±α is an un-
ramified extension. Thus, the composition of the vertical map and the lower
horizontal map sends a class [z] to
(−1)valFα (z(τ)),
where τ is the non-trivial element of Γ±α/Γα. To prove the lemma, it will be
enough to show that in fact the full isomorphismH1(Γ±α/ΓE, Sα0(E))→ {±1}
sends a class [z] to
(−1)valE(z(τ)),
where τ is now any element of Γ±αrΓα. The regularity of the I-action implies
that the extension E/Fα is unramified. Thus, we know that the isomorphism
takes the desired form on 1-cocycles inflated from Z1(Γ±α/Γα, Sα(Fα)). What
we need to show is that the above displayed expression is independent of the
choice of τ and of the representative z within its cohomology class.
To see independence of τ , let σ ∈ Γα. Since H
1(Γα/ΓE, Sα(E)) is trivial, we
can choose c ∈ Sα(E) = E
× such that z(σ) = c−1σc. Then
valE(z(τσ)) = valE(z(τ)
τ (c−1 · σc)) = valE(z(τ)).
To see independence of the representative z, let c ∈ E×. Then
valE((c
−1 · ταc)z(τ)) = valE((c ·
τ c)−1) + valE(z(τ)) ∈ valE(z(τ)) + 2Z.
Proof of Proposition 3.3.1. The first step in the proof will be to replace S by a
convenient torus in the quasi-split inner form of G. We may assume without
loss of generality that G is simply connected. Let G0 be the quasi-split inner
form ofG, and let (T0, B0, {Xα}) be a splitting ofG0. Let ξ : G0 → G be an inner
twist such that ξ(T0) = S. For σ ∈ Γ, let wS(σ) ∈ Ω(T0, G0) be the image of
ξ−1σξ ∈ N(T0, G0). ThenwS ∈ Z
1(Γ,Ω(T0, G0)). We are going to choose a-data
for R(S,G). Recall that a-data is a Γ-equivariant function a : R(S,G) → F
×
such that a(−α) = −a(α). It is enough to specify a on a set of representatives
for R(S,G)/(Γ×{±1}). We fix such a set, and for α belonging to it, we set a(α)
as follows:
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1. If α is asymmetric, we put a(α) = 1.
2. If α is symmetric but inertially asymmetric, we choose an element of
Ker(Tr : kFα → kF±α) and let aα be its Teichmu¨ller representative.
3. If α is inertially symmetric, then we choose a uniformizer ω ∈ Fα such
that ω2 ∈ F±α, and put a(α) = ω.
One checks easily that this provides a valid a-data for R(S,G). We transport
this a-data via ξ to a-data for R(T0, G0) for the action of Γ on that set given by
wS(σ)σ. For w ∈ Ω(T0, G0), let n(w) ∈ N(T0, G0) be the Springer lift of wS(σ),
and let xS(σ) ∈ T0 be given by
xS(σ) =
∏
β>0
(wS(σ)σ)
−1β<0
β∨(a(β)),
where β > 0means β ∈ R(T0, B0). It is then shown in [LS87, §2.3] that
nS(σ) := xS(σ)n(wS(σ))
is an element of Z1(F,N(T0, G0)). SinceH
1(F,G0) = 1, we may choose g ∈ G0
such that g−1σg = nS(σ). Then S0 := Ad(g)T0 is a maximal torus of G0 which
one easily checks is defined over F . Applying Lemma 3.3.2 to the inner twist
ξ ◦Ad(g−1) : G0 → Gwe see that it is enough to compute f(G0,S0)(Ad(g)ξ
−1α).
To lighten the notation, we now assume that G = G0 and S = S0. Let α0 ∈
R(T0, G0) be such that Ad(g)α0 = α. Let Xα0 ∈ gα0(F ) and X−α0 ∈ gα0(F ) be
such that [Xα0 , X−α0 ] = Hα0 . Then f
coh(α) ∈ H1(F±α, Sα) is the class of
f coh(Xα0 , σ) =
nS(σ)σX(wS(σ)σ)−1α0
Xα0
.
We are going to choose Xα0 in the following way: Choose w ∈ Ω(T0, G0) such
that w−1α0 ∈ ∆(T0, B0) and setXα0 = n(w)(Xw−1α0). It is then known [SGA3,
Exp. XXXIII, §6], that for all σ ∈ Γ±α,
n(wS(σ))σX(wS(σ)σ)−1α0 = ǫσXα0 ,
with ǫσ ∈ {±1}. Thus
f coh(Xα0 , σ) = α0(xS(σ))ǫσ.
Now let E be the splitting field of S. Any σ ∈ ΓE fixes all elements of the
pinning {Xα}α∈∆(T0,B0), and hence it also fixes Xα0 . Moreover, nS(σ) = 1. It
follows that f coh(Xα0) ∈ Z
1(Γ±α/ΓE, Sα(E)). According to Lemma 3.3.3, we
have
f(α) = (−1)valE(f
coh(Xα0 ,τ)) = (−1)valE(α0(xS(τ)))
for any τ ∈ Γ±αrΓα. Recalling the definition of xS(τ), we arrive at the formula
f(α) = (−1)ζ , where ζ =
∑
β>0
(wS(τ)τ)
−1β<0
valE(a(β))〈α0, β
∨〉.
Recall that β > 0 means β ∈ R(T0, B0). From now on, it will be more con-
venient in terms of notation to sum over roots for S instead. Thus, let B :=
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Ad(g)B0. Then B is a Borel subgroup of G (not necessarily defined over F )
containing S, and we have
ζ =
∑
β>0
τ−1β<0
valE(a(β))〈α, β
∨〉,
where now β > 0 means β ∈ R(S,B). According to our choice of a-data, we
have
valE(a(β)) =
{
1 , Iβ = −Iβ
0 , else
.
Thus we obtain
ζ =
∑
β>0
τ−1β<0
Iβ=−Iβ
〈α, β∨〉.
Lemma 3.3.4. For any gauge p : R(S,G)→ {±1}, let
ζp =
∑
p(β)=+1
p(τ−1β)=−1
Iβ=−Iβ
〈α, β∨〉.
Then for any two gauges p, q, we have (−1)ζp = (−1)ζq .
Proof. We have
(−1)ζp =
∏
p(β)=+1
p(τ−1β)=−1
Iβ=−Iβ
(−1)〈α,β
∨〉
=
∏
p(β)=+1
Iβ=−Iβ
(
p(β)p(τ−1β)
)〈α,β∨〉
We notice that each factor in the above product remains unchanged if we re-
place β by −β. This allows us to rewrite the product as
∏
{β,−β}∈R(S,G)/{±1}
Iβ=−Iβ
(
p(β)p(τ−1β)
)〈α,β∨〉
.
As already remarked, we may assume without loss of generality that there
exists γ ∈ R(S,G) such that if p(β) 6= q(β) then β ∈ {γ,−γ}. If Iγ 6= −Iγ,
then ζp = ζq , so assume Iγ = −Iγ. Each pair of roots {β,−β} provides the
same contribution to (−1)ζp and (−1)ζq , except possibly the pairs {γ,−γ} and
τ{γ,−γ}. These pairs can either be distinct, or equal. If they are equal, that is,
if τγ = ±γ, then p(γ)p(τ−1γ) = q(γ)q(τ−1γ) and thus (−1)ζp = (−1)ζq . If on
the other hand the pairs {γ,−γ} and τ{γ,−γ} are distinct, then (−1)ζp(−1)ζq
is equal to
(
p(γ)p(τ−1γ)
q(γ)q(τ−1γ)
)〈α,γ〉(
p(τγ)p(γ)
q(τγ)q(γ)
)〈α,τγ〉
.
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The two exponents are negatives of each other, because τ−1α = −α, and hence
above product is equal to (
p(τγ)p(τ−1γ)
q(τγ)q(τ−1γ)
)〈α,γ〉
.
Our assumption that the pairs {γ,−γ} and τ{γ,−γ} are distinct now implies
that neither of τγ and τ−1γ can be equal to ±γ, and thus the fraction reduces
to 1.
Returning to the proof of Proposition 3.3.1, the Lemma we just proved implies
that
f(α) = (−1)ζp
for any gauge p : R(S,G)→ {±1}. We now choose p as follows. First consider
the subset of R(S,G) given by
{β ∈ R(S,G)|〈α, β∨〉 6= 0 ∧ Iβ = −Iβ}.
On this subset, we set
p(β) = sgn〈α, β∨〉,
while outside of this subset, we choose p arbitrarily. For this gauge we have
p(τ−1β) = sgn〈α, τ−1β∨〉
= sgn〈τα, β∨〉
= sgn〈−α, β∨〉 = −p(β).
Hence
f(α) = (−1)ζp =
∏
{β,−β}∈R(S,G)/{±1}
Iβ=−Iβ
(−1)〈α,β
∨〉 =
∏
β>0
Iβ=−Iβ
(−1)〈α,β
∨〉.
According to [Bou, Ch. VI, §1, no. 10, Prop. 29], we have
∑
β>0 β
∨ = 2ρ∨ with
〈α, 2ρ∨〉 ∈ 2Z, thus
f(α) =
∏
β>0
Iβ 6=−Iβ
(−1)〈α,β
∨〉.
One checks immediately that the above product is equal to
∏
p(β)=+1
Iβ 6=−Iβ
(−1)〈α,β
∨〉 = (−1)
〈
α,
∑
p(β)=+1
Iβ 6=−Iβ
β∨
〉
for any gauge p : R(S,G)→ {±1}. We now choose a gauge pwhich is constant
on each asymmetric I-orbit in R(S,G). Then we have∑
p(β)=+1
Iβ 6=−Iβ
β∨ =
∑
o∈R(S,G)/I
p(o)=+1
o 6=−o
∑
β∈o
β∨.
The ellipticity of the inertial action now implies that the inner sum is zero for
each o.
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3.4 Relation to the Weil constant
We continue to assume that F is a non-archimedean local field. Consider the
root space decomposition of the Lie algebra of G
g = s⊕ n, n =
⊕
α∈R(S,G)
gα.
Let B be an N(S,G)(F )-invariant symmetric bilinear form on n(F ), and ψ :
F → C× a non-trivial additive character. Then we can consider the Weil-
constant γψ(n(F ), B) [Wal95, §VIII].
Lemma 3.4.1. We have the equality
γψ(n(F ), B) =
∏
α∈R(S,G)sym/Γ
f(G,S)(α)κα(Bα)λFα/F±α(ψ ◦ trFα/F±α).
Here λ is the Langlands λ-function [LanArt, Thm. 2.1] (see also [BH05b, §1.5]), and
Bα ∈ F
×
±α is the number B(Xα, Yα) where Xα ∈ gα(Fα) and Yα ∈ g−α(Fα) are
any elements with [Xα, Yα] = Hα.
Proof. We have a decomposition of vector spaces defined over F
n =
⊕
O∈R(S,G)/Γ
nO, where nO =
⊕
α∈O
gα.
Hence
γψ(n(F ), B) =
∏
O∈R(S,G)/Γ
γψ(nO(F ), B).
IfO is asymmetric, the space nO(F ) is B-isotropic, and thus γψ(nO(F ), B) = 1.
IfO is symmetric, then choosing a root α ∈ O and an elementXα ∈ gα(Fα)we
obtain an isomorphism of F -vector spaces
Fα → nO(F ), x 7→
∑
σ∈Γ/Γα
σ(xXα).
The pull-back of B to Fα under this isomorphism is equal to
(x, y) 7→ trF±α/F [(xτ(y) + yτ(x))B(Xα, τXα)],
where τ ∈ Γ±α r Γα, and hence
γψ(nO(F ), B) = γψ˜(Fα, (x, y) 7→ (xτ(y) + yτ(x))),
where ψ˜ : F±α → C× is the character x 7→ ψ(trF±α/F (B(Xα, τXα) · x)). The
calculation in the proof of [JL70, Lemma 1.2] shows then that
γψ(nO(F ), B) = λFα/F±α(ψ˜).
To complete the proof, we note that B(Xα, τXα) = f(G,S)(α)Bα and then use
the properties of the Langlands constant.
Corollary 3.4.2. Assume that the maximal torus S is elliptic. Let ξ : G → G′ be an
inner twist and S′ ⊂ G′ a maximal torus. Assume that ξ restricts to an isomorphism
S → S′ defined over F . Let B be a symmetric Ad-invariant non-degenerate bilinear
forms on g(F ), and let B′ be its transfer to g′(F ) as in [Wal95]. Then
γψ(g(F ), B)γψ(g
′(F ), B′) = e(G)e(G′).
Proof. This follows at once from Lemma 3.4.1 and Proposition 3.2.2.
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3.5 A result of Kottwitz on ǫ-factors
This is a convenient place to review a recent result of Kottwitz on the relation-
ship between Weil-constants and epsilon factors. In this subsection only, we
assume that F is any non-archimedean local field, without assumptions on its
characteristic or its residual characteristic, and denote by F a fixed separable
closure of F . On the space n introduced in the last section one can define a
canonical N(S,G)-invariant F -valued quadratic form. Namely, on each plane
gα ⊕ g−α it is defined by the rule
(X,Y ) 7→
[X,Y ]
Hα
.
This assignment is unchanged if we replace α by−α, and on the space n, which
is the direct sum of these hyperplanes for all {α,−α} ∈ R(S,G)/{±1}, we
take the sum of the individual forms defined above. One sees easily that this
quadratic form is Γ-equivariant, and hence defines an F -valued quadratic form
on n(F ). We will call this form can. Kottwitz’s result then is the following.
Theorem 3.5.1. Let T be a minimal Levi in the quasi-split inner form of G. Then
ǫL(X
∗(S)C −X
∗(T )C, ψ) = e(G)γψ(n(F ), can),
where ǫL is the Langlands normalization [Tat77, §3.6] of the ǫ-factor of the degree-0
virtual Γ-representationX∗(S)C −X
∗(T )C.
Combining this Theoremwith Lemma 3.4.1, we obtain the following Corollary.
Corollary 3.5.2. Let T be a minimal Levi in the quasi-split inner form of G. Then
ǫL(X
∗(S)C −X
∗(T )C, ψ) = e(G)
∏
α∈R(S,G)sym/Γ
f(G,S)(α)λFα/F±α(ψ ◦ trFα/F±α).
3.6 The character associated to the toral invariant
We continue to assume that F is a non-archimedean local field and assume now
moreover that the residual characteristic of F is not 2. Using the toral invariant
f(G,S) we will define a character
ǫf : S(F )→ C
×.
For this, we first give for eachα ∈ R(S,G) a character ǫα : F
×
α → C
× as follows.
If α is asymmetric, we take ǫα = 1. If α is symmetric and inertially asymmetric,
then we consider the group k×Fα/k
×
F±α
. This is a cyclic group of even order, and
we take on it the unique character which sends any generator to f(G,S)(α). We
then inflate this character to O×Fα and take ǫα to be its unique extension to F
×
α
which restricts trivially to F×±α. Finally, if α is inertially symmetric, we take the
unramified character on F×α given by ǫα(x) = f(G,S)(α)
valFα (x).
The set of characters {ǫα| α ∈ R(S,G)} obtained in this way satisfies the as-
sumptions of [LS87, Cor 2.5.B] and thus gives rise to a character ǫf of S(F ).
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Lemma 3.6.1. Assume that the action of I on X∗(S) is tame and generated by a
regular elliptic element. Then for every γ ∈ S(F ) whose root values are topologically
semi-simple, we have
ǫf (γ) =
∏
α∈R(S,G)sym/Γ
α(γ) 6=1
f(G,S)(α).
For every γ whose root values are topologically unipotent, we have ǫf(γ) = 1.
Proof. Following the argument of the proof of [LS87, Lemma 3.5.A], we see that
ǫf (γ) =
∏
α∈R(S,G)asym/(Γ×{±1})
ǫα(γ
α)−1
∏
α∈R(S,G)sym/Γ
ǫα(δ
α)−1
for certain elements γα, δα ∈ F×α . According to the choice of ǫα, the first prod-
uct vanishes. Moreover, by Proposition 3.3.1, the second product runs only
over inertially symmetric orbits. To evaluate that product, we need to describe
the element δα. For this, we consider the exact sequence
1 // F×±α // F
×
α
1−τ // F×α
1+τ // F×±α ,
where τ ∈ Γ±αrΓα. The element α(γ) ∈ F×α belongs to the kernel of 1+ τ and
we let δα ∈ F
×
α be any element which maps to α(γ) under 1− τ .
If α(γ) is topologically unipotent, then so is δα, but then ǫα(δ
α) = 1. This shows
the second claim. If α(γ) is topologically semi-simple, then since Fα/F±α is
ramified, this means that α(γ) ∈ F×±α. Belonging to the kernel of 1 + τ then
implies α(γ) ∈ {±1}. If α(γ) = 1, we may take δα = 1, and if α(γ) = −1, we
may take δα = ω, where ω ∈ F×α is a uniformizer such that ω
2 ∈ F±α. Then we
see that
ǫα(δ
α) =
{
f(G,S)(α) , α(γ) 6= 1
1 , else
.
It follows that
ǫf (γ) =
∏
α∈R(S,G)insym/Γ
f(G,S)(α).
Applying again Proposition 3.3.1, we see that this expression is equal to the
right hand side of the claimed equality.
4 CONSTRUCTION OF EPIPELAGIC L-PACKETS
4.1 Construction of L-packets
Wenow assume thatG is quasi-split. Let Ĝ be the complex dual group ofG. Let
us recall what data this entails (see also [Kot84, §1]). First, Ĝ comes equipped
with an action of the Galois group Γ by algebraic automorphisms. Furthermore
there exist splittings (T,B, {Xα}) and (T̂ , B̂, {Xα∨}) of G and Ĝ respectively,
which are fixed by the action of Γ, and an isomorphism of Γ-modulesX∗(T )→
X∗(T̂ ) which identifies the B-simple coroots with the B̂-simple roots. For any
other two Γ-fixed splittings (T 1, B1{X1α}) and (T̂
1, B̂1, {X1α∨}) there exists a
unique isomorphism X∗(T
1) → X∗(T̂ 1) induced by the one for T and T̂ . The
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splittings themselves are not part of the data of Ĝ, but the compatible system
of isomorphisms X∗(T )→ X
∗(T̂ ) is.
Let LG = Ĝ⋊WF be theWeil-form of the L-group ofG. We consider Langlands
parameters
ϕ :WF →
LG,
which are subject to the following conditions:
Conditions 4.1.1.
1. T̂ = Cent(ϕ(PF ), Ĝ) is a maximal torus of Ĝ belonging to a Γ-fixed splitting.
2. The image of ϕ(IF ) in Ω(T̂ , Ĝ)⋊ IF is generated by a regular elliptic element.
3. If w ∈ I
1
m+
F , where m is the order of the regular elliptic element, then ϕ(w) =
(1, w).
We will call such Langlands parameters epipelagic. In this section we are going
to construct to each epipelagic Langlands parameter ϕ and each inner twist
ξ : G → G′ a packet Πϕ,ξ,G′ of epipelagic representations of G
′(F ). We will
argue that Πϕ,ξ,G′ depends only on the Ĝ-conjugacy class of ϕ.
Let Ŝ be the Galois-module whose underlying abelian group is the complex
torus T̂ and whose Galois action is provided by
ϕ :WF → N(T̂ , Ĝ)⋊WF → Ω(T̂ , Ĝ)⋊WF → Autalg(T̂ ).
It is clear that this action factors through a finite quotient ofWF , and this quo-
tient is the Galois group of a finite tamely ramified extension K/F . Let S be
the algebraic torus defined over F whose complex dual is Ŝ. The splitting field
of S isK .
In Section 4.2 we are going to construct a Ĝ-conjugacy class of embeddings
Lj : LS → LG. These embeddings will be tamely ramified, in the sense that
Lj(1, w) = (1, w) for all w ∈ PF . Given this conjugacy class, there exists an
element Lj in it satisfying the following:
Conditions 4.1.2.
• Lj(Ŝ) = T̂ .
• The following two group homomorphisms are equal:
WF
ϕ // N(T̂ , Ĝ)⋊WF // Ω(T̂ , Ĝ)⋊WF
WF
ι2 // Ŝ ⋊WF
Lj // N(T̂ , Ĝ)⋊WF // Ω(T̂ , Ĝ)⋊WF
These properties imply that the image of Lj contains the image of ϕ, and thus
we obtain a factorization
ϕ = Lj ◦ ϕS,Lj .
The local Langlands correspondence for tori attaches to ϕS,Lj a character
χS,Lj : S(F )→ C
×.
The character χS,Lj depends on the choice of
Lj within its Ĝ-conjugacy class.
The dependence is as follows.
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Lemma 4.1.3. Let Lj1,
Lj2 :
LS → LG be Ĝ-conjugate and satisfy Conditions 4.1.2.
Then Lj2 = Ad(n)
Lj1 for an element n ∈ N(T̂ , Ĝ) whose projection to Ω(T̂ , Ĝ) is
fixed by Lj1(Γ). If h ∈ Ω(S,G)(F ) is the element with
Lj1 ◦ Âd(h) = Ad(n) ◦
Lj1
then
χS,Lj2 = χS,Lj1 ◦Ad(h
−1).
Proof. The first claim follows directly from the fact that both Lji satisfy Condi-
tions 4.1.2. For the second, we compute
Lj1 ◦ ϕS,Lj1 = ϕ =
Lj2 ◦ ϕS,Lj2 = Ad(n)
Lj1 ◦ ϕS,Lj2 =
Lj1 ◦ Âd(h) ◦ ϕS,Lj2 ,
from which we conclude that
χS,Lj2 = χS,Lj1 ◦Ad(h
−1).
Lemma 4.1.4. For every choice of Lj within its Ĝ-conjugacy class, every inner twist
ξ : G → G′, and every admissible embedding j : S → G′ of S into an inner form G′
of G, the pair j∗(S, χS,Lj) satisfies the Conditions 2.3.1.
Proof. The first item in 2.3.1 is immediate, the second follows directly from the
second item in 4.1.1. For the third, we note that since the restriction of Lj to PF
is trivial, the third item in 4.1.1 implies that ϕS,Lj restricts trivially to I
1
m+
F . The
claim now follows from [Yu09, §7.10].
We now come to the fourth condition in 2.3.1. According to Lemma 2.2.1, we
must analyze the character χS,Lj ◦ N , where N : S(E) → S(F ) is the norm
map and E/F is the splitting extension of S. The Langlands parameter of this
character is ϕS,Lj |WE . Note that since
Lj is tamely ramified, the restrictions of
ϕS,Lj and ϕ to wild inertia coincide. For any α
∨ ∈ R∨(S,G) = R(Ŝ, Ĝ), the
character χS,Lj ◦N ◦ α
∨ is given as the composition
E×
Art−1
−→ WE/W
c
E
ϕS,Lj
−→ Ŝ
α∨
−→ C×
and its non-vanishing on U1E is equivalent to the non-vanishing of the restric-
tion of α∨ ◦ϕS,Lj to wild inertia. This is implied by the first item in Conditions
4.1.1. Moreover, the statement that no Weyl element stabilizes χ ◦ N |S(E) 1
m
is
equivalent to the statement that no Weyl element stabilizes the restriction of
ϕS,Lj to wild inertia, which also follows from the first item in Conditions 4.1.1.
Now fix an inner twist ξ : G → G′ and an L-embedding Lj : LS → LG. For
every admissible embedding j : S → G′, we obtain the pair j∗(S, χS,Lj) of a
maximal torus of G′ and a on it, and this pair satisfies Conditions 2.3.1. Let
ǫj : S(F ) → C× be the pull-back along j of the character ǫf on jS(F ) defined
in Section 3.6. By Lemma 3.6.1, the pair j∗(S, χS,Lj ·ǫj) also satisfies Conditions
2.3.1. We let
πj,Lj = πj∗(S,χS,Lj ·ǫj)
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be the irreducible supercuspidal representation ofG′(F ) given by the construc-
tion in Section 2.3. According to Lemma 4.1.3, we have for any h ∈ Ω(S,G)(F )
the relation
π
j,Lj◦Âd(h)
= πj◦Ad(h),Lj . (4.1.1)
We now set
Πϕ,ξ,G′
to be the set isomorphism classes of πj,Lj , where j runs over the set of rational
classes of admissible embeddings j : S → G′, and Lj : LS → LG is a fixed L-
embedding in its Ĝ-conjugacy class. The above relation shows that changing
the choice of Lj has no effect on the set Πϕ,ξ,G′ . Furthermore, the set Πϕ,ξ,G′
remains unchanged if we replace ϕ by Ad(g)ϕ for any g ∈ Ĝ. For if we at the
same time replaced Lj by Ad(g)Lj, the two changes cancel. Thus, we may as
well write ΠΦ,ξ,G′ , where Φ = Ad(Ĝ)ϕ.
This completes the construction of the sets ΠΦ,ξ,G′ , apart from the specification
of the Ĝ-conjugacy class of L-embeddings LS → LG. We will turn to this
matter shortly, but first we want to show that our packets satisfy Shahidi’s
generic packet conjecture [Sha90].
Proposition 4.1.5. Fix aWhittaker datum (B,ψB) onG. Then the setΠΦ,G contains
a unique (B,ψ)-generic constituent.
Proof. Choose a representative Lj : LS → LGwithin its Ĝ-conjugacy class, and
choose a representative j : S → G within each rational conjugacy class of ad-
missible embeddings. The set of pairs {j∗(S, χS,Lj)} is a set of representatives
for the rational conjugacy classes in a single stable class. For each j, the charac-
ter ǫj is trivial on S(F )0+. Thus the set of pairs {j∗(S, χS,Lj · ǫj|S(F )0+)} is still
set of representatives for the rational conjugacy classes in a single stable class.
Recall from the discussion preceding Proposition 2.3.7 that we can associate to
each pair j∗(S, χS,Lj · ǫj) an element Yj ∈ js(F ) which describes the restriction
of j∗(χS,Lj · ǫj) to jS(F )0+. Then the set {Yj} also forms a set of representa-
tives for the rational classes in a single stable class. The claim now follows from
Proposition 2.3.7.
4.2 Construction of the L-embedding Lj : LS → LG
We maintain the notation that ϕ : WF →
LG is a Langlands parameter sat-
isfying Conditions 4.1.1, ξ : G → G′ is an inner twist, and j : S → G′ is an
admissible embedding of the torus S constructed from ϕ in the previous sub-
section into G′.
Associated to j is a canonical Ĝ-conjugacy class of embeddings ĵ : Ŝ → Ĝ of
complex algebraic groups. In [LS87], Langlands and Shelstad have described a
procedurewhich provides a Ĝ-conjugacy class [Lj] ofL-embeddings Lj : LS →
LG extending ĵ. However, the construction of [Lj] requires the choice of aux-
iliary data, which they call χ-data. Different choices of χ-data lead to different
Ĝ-conjugacy classes [Lj], and in our construction this would lead to different
characters χS,Lj , hence to different representations πj . In this subsection we
will describe the correct choice of χ-data.
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Recall thatWF and IF denote the Weil group and inertia group of F . For con-
venience, wewill drop the subscript F . We consider the action ofW onR(T̂ , Ĝ)
given by ϕ. Let α ∈ R(T̂ , Ĝ) and put
Wα = Stab(W,α) W±α = Stab(W, {α,−α}).
Denote the fixed fields for the action of these groups on F by Fα and F±α. Then
Fα/F±α is an extension of degree at most 2. A set of χ-data is a set {χα|α ∈
R(S,G)}, where each χα is a character
χα : F
×
α → C
×,
and such that the set {χα} satisfies the conditions of [LS87, §2.5]. The most im-
portant of these conditions is that χα be trivial onNFα/F±α(F
×
α ) (this is slightly
stronger than the original condition, but it is what we will use).
If α is asymmetric, we are forced to take χα = 1. If α is symmetric but inertially
asymmetric, then Fα/F±α is unramified, and there exists a unique unramified
character χα satisfying the imposed condition. If α is inertially symmetric,
and if we require that χα be tamely-ramified (unramified is not an option any
more), then there are exactly two characters satisfying the imposed condition.
It is between these two that we need to choose, and we will use the arithmetic
information encoded in ϕ to do so.
It will be enough to specify the character on an arbitrary uniformizer ω ∈ F×α ,
since these elements generate the multiplicative group F×α . To that end, con-
sider the restriction of ϕ to the wild inertia subgroup P . Its image belongs to
T̂ . Composing this restriction with the root α we obtain a homomorphism.
P 
 // W
ϕ // T̂
α // C× .
It can be shown that this homomorphism extends toWFα , and hence provides
by local class field theory a homomorphism
ξα : U
1
Fα → C
×.
By assumption on ϕ, this homomorphism is trivial on U2Fα . Using the uni-
formizer ω, we obtain a character
ξα,ω : kFα
x 7→ωx+1 // U1Fα/U
2
Fα
ξα // C× .
With this, we define
χα(ω) = λFα/F±α(ξα,ω)
−1,
where λ is the Langlands λ-function [LanArt, Thm. 2.1] (see also [BH05b, §1.5]).
This concludes the construction of characters χα : F
×
α → C
×.
Lemma 4.2.1. The set {χα| α ∈ R(T̂ , Ĝ)} just constructed is a set of χ-data for the
action ofW on R(T̂ , Ĝ) given by ϕ.
Proof. Let α ∈ R(T̂ , Ĝ) and σ ∈ Γ. We need to show the following points
• χ−α = χ
−1
α
• χσα = χα ◦ σ
−1
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• χ|F×
±α
is equal to the character corresponding to the extension Fα/F±α by
local class field theory.
All of these points are obvious when the extension Fα/F±α is either trivial or
unramified, so we focus on the case when this extension is ramified. First,
replacing α by−α replaces ξα by ξ
−1
α , hence ξα,ω by ξα,ω ◦ (x 7→ −x), and hence
multiplies λFα/F±α(ξ
−1
α,ω) by
(
−1
q
)
. Thus we obtain
χ−α(ω) =
(
−1
q
)
χα(ω).
But it is known that λ2Fα/F±α =
(
−1
q
)
, and the first point follows. The sec-
ond point follows from the fact that σ provides an isomorphism of extensions
Fα/F±α → Fσα/F±σα which transports ξα,ω to ξσα,σω and from Fact 3.1.1. For
the third point, we must show that χα restricts to the Legendre symbol on the
Teichmu¨ller representatives in O×Fα , and kills −ω
2 for each uniformizer ω. The
first claim follows from the fact that multiplying ω by the Teichmu¨ller repre-
sentative of u ∈ k×Fα replaces by ξα,ω by ξα,ω(u·), while the second is equivalent
to the claim that χα(ω
2) =
(
−1
q
)
.
4.3 Parameterization of L-packets
Our goal in this section is to provide a parameterization of the packets ΠΦ,ξ,G′
from Section 4.1 in terms of Ĝ in accordance with the local Langlands conjec-
ture. As has already been observed by Vogan [Vog93], the notion of an inner
form is not rigid enough to allow for such a parameterization. This necessitates
a rigidification of this notion. In other words, we must endow an inner form
with additional structure and consider two inner forms as different if their ad-
ditional structures differ, even if the underlying inner forms are the same. We
will use the concept of extended pure inner forms, originally due to Kottwitz
[Kot85, Kot97]. We refer the reader to [Kal11a] for an exposition of this notion,
as well as the related notions of rational and stable conjugacy across extended
pure inner forms.
The first step towards a parameterization is to replace the sets ΠΦ,G′ with the
single set ΠΦ consisting of equivalence classes of quadruples (G
b, ξ, b, π)where
(ξ, b) : G → Gb is an extended pure inner twist (in particular ξ : G → Gb is an
inner twist), and π ∈ ΠΦ,Gb . The notion of equivalence of quadruples, which
is explained in [Kal11a], is such that if we fix an extended pure inner twist
(ξ, b) : G → Gb, then the subset of ΠΦ consisting of elements corresponding to
that extended pure inner twist is precisely the set ΠΦ,ξ,Gb discussed in Section
4.1.
For each ϕ ∈ Φ we have the diagonalizable group Sϕ = Cent(ϕ, Ĝ). Given
ϕ, ϕ′ ∈ Φ, there exists g ∈ Ĝ with Ad(g)ϕ = ϕ′, and this element provides
an isomorphism Ad(g) : Sϕ → Sϕ′ . This isomorphism is independent of the
choice of g, because Sϕ is abelian. Thus we obtain a system {Sϕ}ϕ∈Φ of diago-
nalizable groups together with transition isomorphisms, and we call it SΦ.
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In this section we are going to construct, given a Whittaker datum (B,ψB) for
G, a canonical bijection
X∗(SΦ)→ ΠΦ.
Fix ϕ ∈ Φ. Choose any L-embedding Lj : LS → LG within the Ĝ-conjugacy
class determined in Section 4.2 and satisfying Conditions 4.1.2. It provides a
character χS,Lj : S(F ) → C
× as in Section 4.1. It provides furthermore an
isomorphism of diagonalizable groups
ŜΓ → Cent(ϕ, Ĝ).
Composing this isomorphism with the Kottwitz isomorphism we obtain an
isomorphism
X∗(Cent(ϕ, Ĝ))→ X∗(ŜΓ) = X∗(S)Γ → B(S). (4.3.1)
According to Proposition 4.1.5 we can find an embedding j0 : S → G in the
stable class dual to [Lj], such that the representation πj0,χS,Lj is the unique
generic constituent of the packet Πϕ,id,G.
Given ρ ∈ X∗(Cent(ϕ, Ĝ)), let bρ ∈ E(S,Z) be any element mapping in B(S)
to the image of ρ under (4.3.1). We use j0 to further map bρ to E(G,Z). Let
ξρ : G → G
bρ be the corresponding inner twist. Then jρ := ξρ ◦ j0 : S → G
′ is
an embedding defined over F , and we obtain the representation
πρ := πjρ
of the group G′(F ).
Proposition 4.3.1. The map
ρ 7→ (Gbρ , ξρ, bρ, πρ)
provides a well-defined bijection
X∗(SΦ)→ ΠΦ
which is independent of the choice of Lj within its Ĝ-conjugacy class.
Proof. The fact that the equivalence class of the quadruple (Gbρ , ξρ, bρ, πρ) de-
pends only on the image of bρ in B(S), and hence only on ρ, follows from the
same argument as in the proof of [Kal11a, Lemma 3.3.2] and will be taken as
proved. We will now show that, for a fixed ϕ, the map X∗(Sϕ) → ΠΦ con-
structed above is independent of the choice of Lj within its conjugacy class.
Applying Lemma 4.1.3 we see that any other L-embedding is of the form Lj ◦
Âd(h). This latter L-embedding then gives rise, according to the same lemma,
to the character χS,Lj ◦Ad(h
−1) = Ad(h)∗χS,Lj . We now have
[j0]∗(S, χS,Lj · ǫj0) = [j0 ◦Ad(h)]∗(S, χS,Lj◦Âd(h) · ǫj0)
and we see that changing Lj to Lj ◦ Âd(h) has the effect of changing j0 to
j0Ad(h). One sees immediately that the element bρ associated to ρ remains
unchanged, and then so does the quadruple (Gbρ , ξρ, bρ, πρ).
We have just shown that the map X∗(Sϕ) → ΠΦ depends only on ϕ, and not
on the choice of Lj. The fact that it is bijective follows from Fact 2.3.6 and the
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fact that B(S) classifies the rational conjugacy classes of embeddings of S into
the extended pure inner forms of G.
Finally, we claim that the system of maps X∗(Sϕ) → ΠΦ we have constructed
for each ϕ ∈ Φ provide a well-defined mapX∗(SΦ)→ ΠΦ. This means that for
any two ϕ, ϕ′ we have the diagram
X∗(Sϕ)
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●

ΠΦ
X∗(S′ϕ)
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
where the diagonal maps are given by the above construction, and the vertical
map comes from the transition isomorphism Sϕ → Sϕ′ . To that end, let g ∈ Ĝ
be such that Ad(g)ϕ = ϕ′. If Ŝ and Ŝ′ are the Γ-modules associated to ϕ and ϕ′
in the construction in Section 4.1, thenAd(g) provides an isomorphism Ŝ → Ŝ′.
If LjX :
LS → LG is an embedding satisfying Conditions 4.1.2 with respect
to ϕ, then Ad(g)LjX is one satisfying these conditions with respect to ϕ
′. In
particular, we have ϕS′ = Ad(g)ϕS . The claim now follows.
4.4 Compatibility with the formal degree conjecture
Fix an inner twist ξ : G → G′. In this section we will show that the L-packets
Πξ,G′ satisfy the formal degree conjecture of Hiraga-Ichino-Ikeda [HII08]. Let
us briefly recall the statement of the conjecture. Let ψ : F → C× be a non-
trivial character, and let µG′/A,ψ be the Haar measure on G
′(F )/A(F ) defined
in [GG99]. Here A is the maximal split torus in the center of G. Then the
conjecture states that for each π ∈ Πξ,G′ ,
d(π;µG′/A,ψ) =
〈1, π〉
|S♮ϕ|
|γ(0,Ad ◦ ϕ, ψ)|.
Here, the left hand side is the formal degree if π relative to the given Haar
measure. On the right hand side, Ad denotes the representation of LG on the
vector space Lie(Ĝ)/Lie(Z(Ĝ)Γ), and γ(s,Ad ◦ ϕ, ψ) is the γ-factor of the WF -
representationAd◦ϕ. The group S♮ϕ is the component group of the intersection
of Sϕ with the subgroup of Ĝwhich is dual toG/A. Finally, 〈1, π〉 is the value at
1 of the character 〈·, π〉 of an irreducible representation conjecturally assigned
to π. Since in our case the relevant finite group is abelian, this quantity is
always equal to 1.
The main result of this section is the following.
Theorem 4.4.1. The L-packet Πξ,G′ satisfies the formal degree conjecture.
Proof. We will first compute the right hand side. Recall that by definition,
γ(s, V, ψ) = ǫ(s, V, ψ)
L(1− s, V ∨)
L(s, V )
.
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The representation Ad being self-dual, we see
γ(0,Ad ◦ ϕ, ψ) = ǫ(0,Ad ◦ ϕ, ψ)
L(1,Ad ◦ ϕ)
L(0,Ad ◦ ϕ)
.
Lemma 4.4.2. Assume that ψ is of order zero. Then
logq |ǫ(0,Ad ◦ ϕ, ψ)| =
1
2
(dim ĝ− dim ẑI +#R/e),
whereR is the absolute root system ofG and e is the order of the regular elliptic element
giving the action of inertia on T̂ through ϕ.
Proof. We know that ǫ(0, V, ψ) = w(V )qa(V )(
1
2−s) where w(V ) is the root num-
ber (being equal to detV (−1) when V is self-dual), and a(V ) is the Artin con-
ductor. For the representation V = Ad ◦ ϕ, the lower ramification filtration
ends atD2 = {1}, and we have
ĝD1 = t̂ and ĝD0 = ẑI ,
according to Conditions 4.1.1. It follows that
a(V ) = dim([ĝ/̂zΓ]/[̂zI /̂zΓ]) +
1
e
dim([ĝ/̂zΓ]/[̂t/̂zΓ])
= dim(ĝ)− dim(̂zI) + #R/e
LetM = X∗(Z/A)
I . This is a finite-rank free Z-module with Frobenius action.
In fact, it is the cocharacter module of the maximal reductive quotient Z/A
of the special fiber of the Iwahori group scheme of [Z/A](F ). In particular,
(M ⊗ kF
×
)Fr is the set of kF -points of Z/A.
Lemma 4.4.3. The C[Fr]-modulesM ⊗ C and ẑI /̂zΓ are dual to each other.
Proof. The F -torus Z◦ has as its complex dual torus Ẑ/Ẑder. Thus the C[Γ]-
moduleX∗(Z
◦)⊗C is dual toX∗(Ẑ/Ẑder)⊗C. The inclusionX∗(Ẑ)→ X∗(Ẑ/Ẑder)
becomes an isomorphism after tensoring with C, and we see that the dual of
theC[Γ]-moduleX∗(Z)⊗C is ẑ. ThusM⊗C, being equal to cok([X∗(Z)⊗C]Γ →
[X∗(Z)⊗C]I), is dual to ker(̂zI → ẑΓ), which itself is equal to cok(̂zΓ → ẑI).
Lemma 4.4.4.
|L(1,Ad ◦ ϕ)| = qdim(̂z
I/ẑΓ) · |(M ⊗ kF
×
)Fr|−1.
Proof. We have L(1,Ad◦ϕ) = det(1−q−1Ad(ϕ(Fr))|(ĝ/̂zΓ)Ad(ϕ(I)))−1. Arguing
as in the proof of Lemma 4.4.2, we see (ĝ/̂zΓ)Ad(ϕ(I)) = (ĝ)D0 /̂zΓ = ẑI /̂zΓ. Thus
L(1,Ad ◦ ϕ)−1 = det(1 − q−1Fr|̂zI /̂zΓ)
= det(q−1Fr(qFr−1 − 1)|̂zI /̂zΓ)
= q− dim(̂z
I/ẑΓ) · det(Fr|̂zI /̂zΓ) · det(qFr−1 − 1|̂zI /̂zΓ)
The second of the three factors is a product of roots of unity. The third factor
equals up to a sign det(1− qFr−1 |̂zI /̂zΓ), and using Lemma 4.4.3 we obtain
det(1 − qFr−1 |̂zI /̂zΓ) = det(1− qFr|M ⊗ C) = (M ⊗ kF
×
)Fr.
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Lemma 4.4.5.
|L(0,Ad ◦ ϕ)| = |MFr|
−1.
Proof. We have
L(0,Ad ◦ ϕ)−1 = det(1− Fr|̂zI /̂zΓ)
= det(Fr|̂zI /̂zΓ) · det(Fr−1 − 1|̂zI /̂zΓ)
= det(Fr|̂zI /̂zΓ) · det(Fr − 1|M ⊗ C)
= det(Fr|̂zI /̂zΓ) · |M/(Fr− 1)M |
The first factor is again a product of roots of unity.
Lemma 4.4.6.
|S♮| = |X∗(S/A)Γ|.
Proof. We have
S♮ = Sϕ ∩ Ĝ/A = Ŝ
Γ ∩ Ĝ/A = Ŝ/A
Γ
= Hom(X∗(S/A)Γ,C
×).
The torus S/A being anisotropic, the abelian group X∗(S/A)Γ is finite, hence
the result.
Combining the above results, we obtain the following expression for the right
hand side of the formal degree conjecture.
Corollary 4.4.7.
|γ(0,Ad ◦ ϕ, ψ)|
|S♮|
=
q
1
2 (dim(ĝ)+dim(̂z
I)+#R/e)−dim(̂zΓ)
|MFr|−1|X∗(S/A)Γ||(M ⊗ kF
×
)Fr|
.
We now turn to the computation of the formal degree. The first step is to com-
pare the Haar measure of Gross-Gan [GG99] with the one of DeBacker-Reeder
[DR09, §5].
Lemma 4.4.8. Let νG′ be the Haar measure on G
′(F ) normalized as in [DR09, §5].
Assume that ψ has order zero and let µG′ be the Haar measure on G
′(F ) defined in
[GG99] with respect to the ψ-self-dual absolute value on F . Then
νG′ = q
1
2 dim(G)µG′ .
Proof. We take I+ to be the pro-unipotent radical of an Iwahori-subgroup of
G′(F ). Then according to [Gr97, (4.11)] and [GG99, §5], we have
− logq vol(I
+, µG′,ψ) =
1
2
a(MG) +
∑
d≥1
(d− 1) dim(V Id ) + rankFuG,
where
MG =
⊕
d≥1
Vd(1− d)
is the motive of G (the quasi-split inner form of G′), and
a(MG) =
∑
d≥1
(2d− 1)a(Vd)
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is its Artin conductor [GG99, (4.3)]. Since G is tamely-ramified, so are all the
Γ-modules Vd, and thus
a(MG) =
∑
d≥1
(2d− 1) dim(Vd/V
I
d ).
A short computation reveals
− logq vol(I
+, µG′,ψ) =
1
2
∑
d≥1
(
(2d− 1) dim(Vd)− dim(V
I
d )
)
+ rankFuG.
On the other hand, we have from [Gr97, §1] the formulas∑
d≥1
(2d− 1) dim(Vd) = dim(G)
∑
d≥1
Vd = E rankFuG = dim(E
I),
which bring us to
− logq vol(I
+, µG′,ψ) =
1
2
(dim(G) + dim(EI)).
On the other hand,
vol(I+, νG′) = [I : I
+]−1vol(I, νG′) = |Lie(I)(kF )|−
1
2 = q−
1
2 dim(I),
where I is the reductive quotient of the special fiber of the Iwahori group scheme
of G′. It’s dimension is equal to the dimension of EI , and the proof is com-
plete.
We now proceed to compute the formal degree of a constituent π of the L-
packet Πϕ,ξ,G′ . This representation is of the form (Section 2.3)
π = πS′,χ′ = c-ind
G′(F )
S′(F )G′(F )y,0+
χ̂,
where S′ is a maximal torus of G′ which is the image of an admissible em-
bedding j : S → G′, y is the point in the reduced Bruhat-Tits building of G′
determined by S′, and χ̂ is a one-dimensional character of the inducing group
S′(F )G′(F )y,0+. It follows that
deg(π;µG′/A,ψ) = vol
(
S′(F )G′(F )y,0+
A(F )
;µG′/A,ψ
)−1
.
We have the exact sequence
1→
G′(F )y,0+
A(F )0+
→
S′(F )G′(F )y,0+
A(F )
→
S′(F )
S′(F )0+A(F )
→ 1.
The final term of this sequence is a finite abelian group. Applying Lemma 4.4.8,
we see
deg(π;µG′/A,ψ) = q
1
2 dim(G
′/A)vol
(
G′(F )y,0+
A(F )0+
; νG′/A
)−1 ∣∣∣∣ S′(F )S′(F )0+A(F )
∣∣∣∣−1 .
Lemma 4.4.9. We have
− logq vol
(
G′(F )y,0+
A(F )0+
; νG′/A
)
=
1
2
(rk(M) + #R/e).
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Proof. By definition,
vol(G′(F )y,0+; νG′) = |Lie(G’y)(kF )|−
1
2 ,
where G’y is the reductive quotient of the special fiber of the parahoric of G′
associated to y. Thus, we have
− logq vol(G
′(F )y,0+; νG′) =
1
2
dim(G’y).
Let G’E,y be the reductive quotient of the special fiber of the parahoric ofG′×E
associated to y. As argued in Section 2.1, we then have
− logq vol(G
′(F )y,0+; νG′) =
1
2
dim(G’IE,y).
Using the root-decomposition of the Lie-algebra of G’E,y with respect to the
adjoint action of the reduction of S, and the fact that I acts elliptically on S and
regularly on R(S,G), we see that dim(G’IE,y) = dim(Z) + #R/e.
On the other hand, we have − logq vol(A(F )0+, νA) =
1
2 dim(A). Recalling that
M is the cocharacter module of Z/A, we obtain the result.
Lemma 4.4.10. We have∣∣∣∣ S′(F )S′(F )0+A(F )
∣∣∣∣ = |X∗(S/A)FrI | · |(M ⊗ kF×)Fr|.
Proof. The torus S′ being tamely ramified, the group S′(F )0+ surjects onto
[S′/A](F )0+, and we see that∣∣∣∣ S′(F )S′(F )0+A(F )
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣ [S′/A](F )[S′/A](F )0+
∣∣∣∣ .
It is known [HR08] that
[[S′/A](F ) : [S′/A](F )0] = |X∗(S/A)
Fr
I |,
so it remains to compute [[S′/A](F )0 : [S
′/A](F )0+]. This is the number of
kF -points in the reductive quotient of the special fiber of the parahoric group
scheme of S′/A. This is the connected component of the I-fixed points in the
reductive quotient of the special fiber of the parahoric group scheme of [S′/A]×
E, and its character module isM . We conclude
[[S′/A](F )0 : [S
′/A](F )0+] = |(M ⊗ kF
×
)Fr|
and the statement follows.
The last two lemmas allow us to conclude
deg(π;µG′/A,ψ) =
q
1
2 (dim(G
′/A)+rk(M)+#R/e)
|X∗(S/A)FrI | · |(M ⊗ kF
×
)Fr|
.
Recall thatM = X∗(Z/A)
I , and hence
rk(M) = dim(ZI)− dim(A) = dim(̂zI)− dim(̂zΓ).
Thus, comparing the formula for deg(π;µG′/A,ψ) above with the one in Corol-
lary 4.4.7 and noticing that X∗(S/A)
I = M by the ellipticity of the I-action on
S, we see that the proof of Theorem 4.4.1 will be complete once we establish
the following elementary algebraic lemma.
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Lemma 4.4.11. Let Γ be an extension of the finite cyclic group B by the finite cyclic
group A, and let M be a finite-rank free Z-module with Γ-action such that MΓ = 0.
Then
|MΓ| = |M
B
A | · |M
A
B |.
Proof. We have the exact sequence
0→MA,tor →MA →M
A →MA/trAM → 0,
where the middle map is given by the trace of the A-action. If we letMA,free be
the maximal torsion-free quotient ofMA, we see that the B-moduleMA,free is a
submodule of the B-moduleMA. Our assumption implies that H0(B,MA) =
0, and hence
H2nTate(B,M
A) = 0, ∀n ∈ Z.
By what we just argued, the same holds also with MA replaced by MA,free.
Consider the exact sequence
0→MA,tor →MA →MA,free → 0.
On the one hand, the above cohomology vanishing statement implies that
H1(B,MA,free) = 0, and hence
|MΓ| = |MA,free,B| · |MA,tor,B|. (4.4.1)
On the other hand, fromH0(B,MA,free) = 0we obtain
|MBA | = |(MA,tor)
B| = |MA,tor,B|. (4.4.2)
Next, we consider the exact sequence
0→MA,free →M
A →MA/tr(M)→ 0
and obtain fromH1(B,M
I) = 0 the exact sequence
0→ H1(B,M
A/trA(M))→MA,free,B →M
A
B → (M
A/trA(M))B → 0.
We claim that the outer terms in that sequence have the same cardinality. To
save notation, let X =MA/trA(M). Then
|H1(B,X)| = |H
0
Tate(B,X)| = X
B/trB(X).
The map trB : X → X is induced from the map trB :M
A →MA, but the latter
map takes image inMΓ = 0. Thus
|H1(B,X)| = |X
B| = |XB|
as claimed, and we conclude |MA,free,B| = |M
A
B |. Combining this with (4.4.1)
and (4.4.2) finishes the proof of the lemma, and with it also the proof of the
theorem.
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4.5 Central and cocentral characters
In this Section we want to study how the L-packets we have constructed be-
have with respect to central and cocentral characters. We begin by giving a
reformulation of two constructions, originally due to Langlands [Bo77, §10].
The first construction assigns to any Langlands parameter ϕ : WF →
LG a
character χϕ,Z : Z(F ) → C
×. The second construction assigns to any Lang-
lands parameter ϕz : WF →
LG which factors through Ẑ ⋊ WF a character
χϕz,G : G(F ) → C
× which is trivial on the image of Gsc(F ) in G(F ) (we will
call such characters cocentral). Here Z is the center of G, and Ẑ is the center
of Ĝ. These constructions are related to the conjectural local Langlands corre-
spondence as follows:
• If ϕ :WF →
LG is a Langlands parameter with corresponding packetΠϕ,
then the central character of each constituent of Πϕ is equal to χϕ,Z .
• Moreover, for any ϕz :WF → Ẑ ⋊WF , one has Πϕz⊗ϕ = χϕz,G ⊗Πϕ.
The constructions given in [Bo77, §10], which follow Langlands’ original expo-
sition in [Lan88], proceed by replacing the groupG by certain auxiliary groups.
We are going to give here a reinterpretation of these constructions that avoids
the use of these auxiliary groups. This considerations are quite general, and
are valid for any connected reductive group G defined over any local field F
of characteristic zero. We will adopt this level of generality while giving them.
Afterwards, we will consider again the case of tamely ramified p-adic groups
and show that the above conjectural properties hold for our L-packets.
For now, let F by a local field of characteristic zero, and letG by any connected
reductive group defined over F . The key to our approach lies in the coho-
mological pairings for complexes of tori of length 2 constructed by Kottwitz
and Shelstad in [KS99, §A], as well as the systematic use of the cohomology
of crossed modules. We refer the reader to the paper [No11] for an exposition
on the cohomology of crossed modules, with the warning that our notation
is shifted by 1 from the notation used there, so that H0 in our notation corre-
sponds to H−1 in the notation of [No11]. This shift ensures that if T → U is a
map of tori, then its cohomology as a crossed module agrees with its hyperco-
homology when viewed as a complex placed in degree 0 and 1, and the latter
situation is the one studied in [KS99, §A].
The crossed modules that we will be using are [Gsc → G] and [Ĝsc → Ĝ]. These
crossed modules are endowed with symmetric braidings: Let g, h ∈ G and
choose gsc, hsc ∈ Gsc whose images in Gad agree with those of g resp. h. Then
the symmetric braiding on [Gsc → G] is defined by {g, h} := g
−1
sc h
−1
sc gschsc.
The braiding on [Ĝsc → Ĝ] is defined in the same way. The existence of these
symmetric braidings ensures that H1(F,Gsc → G) and H
2(WF , Ĝsc → Ĝ) are
abelian groups.
Proposition 4.5.1. There are canonical isomorphisms
Homcts(Z(F ),C
×) ∼= H2(WF , Ĝsc → Ĝ)
and
Homcts(H
1(F,Gsc → G),C
×) ∼= H1(WF , Ẑ).
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Proof. Let T̂ be a maximal torus of Ĝ that is part of a Γ-invariant splitting. The
inclusions
[T̂sc → T̂ ]← [Ẑsc → Ẑ]→ [Ĝsc → Ĝ]
induce isomorphisms onWF -cohomology. According to [KS99, LemmaA.3.A],
H2(WF , T̂sc → T̂ ) is the group of characters of H
0(F, T → Tad), where T is the
minimal Levi in the quasi-split inner form of G. This establishes the first iso-
morphism, since themap [Z → 1]→ [T → Tad] provides again an isomorphism
on Γ-cohomology.
The second isomorphism is proved in an analogous fashion. Namely, we have
H1(WF , Ẑ) = H
1(WF , T̂ → T̂ad).
Let us consider the natural map from T̂ Γad to the above group. It is known
[Kot84] that this map factors through π0(T̂
Γ
ad). Thus, according to [KS99, Lemma
A.3.B], we have a canonical isomorphism
H1(WF , T̂ → T̂ad) = Homcts(H
1(F, Tsc → T ),C
×).
The second isomorphism in the statement of the proposition now follows from
the fact that
[Tsc → T ]← [Zsc → Z]→ [Gsc → G]
induce isomorphisms on Γ-cohomology.
Proposition 4.5.1 relates to Langlands’ constructions as follows: The exact se-
quence of crossed modules
1→ [1→ Ĝ]→ [Ĝsc → Ĝ]→ [Ĝsc → 1]→ 1
induces a map
H1(WF , Ĝ) = H
2(WF , 1→ Ĝ)→ H
2(WF , Ĝsc → Ĝ).
On the other hand, the dual exact sequence
1→ [1→ G]→ [Gsc → G]→ [Gsc → 1]→ 1
induces a long exact sequence on cohomology
1→ ker(Gsc → G)(F )→ Gsc(F )→ G(F )→ H
1(F,Gsc → G)→ H
1(F,Gsc).
Thus we obtain an injection G(F )/Gsc(F ) → H
1(F,Gsc → G) which in the p-
adic case is also bijective due to Kneser’s theoremon the vanishing ofH1(F,Gsc).
Proposition 4.5.2. The maps
H1(WF , Ĝ)→ H
2(WF , Ĝsc → Ĝ) ∼= Homcts(Z(F ),C
×)
and
H1(WF , Ẑ) ∼= Homcts(H
1(F,Gsc → G),C
×)→ Homcts(G(F )/Gsc(F ),C
×)
coincide with Langlands’ constructions.
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Proof. Since the proofs of the two statements are quite similar, we will only
sketch the second one. First recall the construction of χϕz,G, following the ex-
position in [Bo77]. Choose a z-extension
1→ D → G˜→ G→ 1.
The reader is referred to [Kot82, §1] for a review of z-extensions. Recall in
particular that D is an induced torus and G˜ has a simply-connected derived
group. On the dual side we obtain the exact sequence
1→ Ĝ→ ̂˜G→ D̂ → 1
and the center of ̂˜G is connected and dual to the torus G˜/Gsc. Composing ϕz
with the inclusion Z(Ĝ)→ Z( ̂˜G)we obtain an element ofH1(WF , Z( ̂˜G)), hence
a character on [G˜/Gsc](F ), which we can pull back to a character on G˜(F ). One
checks easily that this character restricts trivially to D(F ), and hence provides
a character on G˜(F )/D(F ) = G(F ), where the last equality holds due to the
cohomological triviality of D.
The claim now follows from the commutativity of the diagram
1

1

H1(WF , Z(Ĝ)) //

Homcts(G(F ),C
×)

H1(WF , Z(
̂˜G)) //

Homcts(G˜(F ),C
×)

H1(WF , D̂) // Homcts(D(F ),C×)
and the exactness of both vertical sequences, as well as the fact that when G
has a simply-connected derived group, so that we can take G˜ = G, Langlands’
original construction coincides with the one given here.
We now assume that F is p-adic, G is tamely-ramified, and ϕ satisfies Condi-
tions 4.1.1.
Proposition 4.5.3. Let (S, χS,X) be the pair obtained from ϕ using any choice of
χ-dataX . Then
1. χS,X |Z(F ) = χϕ,Z .
2. If ϕz ∈ Z
1(WF , Ẑ) and χ
′
S,X is the character on S(F ) obtained from ϕz ⊗ ϕ
and the same χ-dataX , then χ′S,X = χϕz,G|S(F ) ⊗ χS,X .
Before we go into the proof, we want to remark that the above statements make
sense. For the first one, the stable class of embeddings S → G provides a
canonical embedding Z → S, which is what is used to define the restriction
to Z(F ). For the second statement, we use again the embeddings S → G to
restrict χϕz,G to S(F ). This restriction is again independent of the particular
embedding.
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Proof. During this proof, we will identify homomorphisms WF →
LG with 1-
cocyclesWF → Ĝ using the semi-direct product structure on
LG. For the first
claim, we must show that the images of ϕ ∈ H1(WF , Ĝ) = H
2(WF , 1 → Ĝ)
and ϕS,X ∈ H
1(WF , Ŝ) = H
2(WF , 1 → Ŝ) in H
2(WF , Z(Ĝsc) → Z(Ĝ)) under
the following maps coincide:
H2(WF , 1→ Ŝ) // H2(WF , Ŝsc → Ŝ)
∼=

H2(WF , Z(Ĝsc)→ Z(Ĝ))
H2(WF , 1→ Ĝ) // H2(WF , Ĝsc → Ĝ)
∼=
OO
To that end, recall that ϕ(w) = ϕS,X(w) · ξX(w), where ξX : WF → N(T̂ ) is the
1-cocycle with LjX(s, w) = (sξX(w), w). The key point that makes everything
work is the fact that ξX lifts to a 1-cocycle ξ
sc
X :WF → N(T̂sc). This follows from
the construction of Langlands-Shelstad. We can find continuous 1-cochains
c1 : WF → Ŝsc and c2 : WF → Z(Ĝ) such that ϕS,X(w) = c¯1(w) · c2(w).
We have ∂c1 ∈ Z
2(WF , Z(Ĝsc)), and the elements (∂c
−1
1 , c2) and (1, ϕS,X) of
H1(WF , Ŝsc → Ŝ) are equal. On the other hand, the element (∂c
−1
1 , c2) of
H2(WF , Z(Ĝsc) → Z(Ĝ)), when mapped to H
2(WF , ZĜscĜ), is equal to the
element (∂c−11 · ∂(c1 · ξ
sc
X), c2 · c¯1 · ξX), which, by virtue of ∂ξ
sc
X = 1, equals
(1, ϕS,X · ξX), which is (1, ϕ).
The second claim follows from the fact that the map S(F ) → G(F )/Gsc(F ) is
dual to the map H1(WF , Z(Ĝ)) → H
1(WF , Ŝ), as well as the fact that ϕ
′
S,X =
ϕz,G ⊗ ϕS,X .
5 STABILITY AND ENDOSCOPY
5.1 Stable and s-stable characters of epipelagic L-packets
Let ϕ : WF →
LG be an epipelagic parameter. For any inner twist ξ : G → G′,
we constructed in Section 4.1 the L-packet Πϕ,ξ,G′ . Moreover, given a Whit-
taker datum (B,ψB) for G, we have constructed in Section 4.3 the compound
packet Πϕ, which consists of equivalence classes of quadruples (G
b, ξb, b, π),
and a bijection
X∗(Sϕ)→ Πϕ, ρ 7→ (G
bρ , ξρ, bρ, πρ).
The map Πϕ → B(G)bas which sends a quadruple (G
b, ξb, b, π) to the equiva-
lence class of b is surjective and its fibers are the setsΠϕ,ξb,Gb . Not all of the sets
Πϕ,ξ,G′ however occur as fibers of this map.
For every ξ : G → G′, we can consider the stable character of the L-packet
Πϕ,ξ,G′ , which is the function on G
′(F ) given by
SΘϕ,ξ = e(G
′)
∑
π∈Πϕ,ξ,G′
Θπ.
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The quantity e(G′) is the Kottwitz sign [Kot83] of G′.
Moreover, for a triple (Gb, ξb, b) and an element s ∈ Sϕ, we can consider the
s-stable character of the L-packet for (Gb, ξb, b), which is the function on G
b(F )
given by
Θsϕ,b = e(G
b)
∑
ρ∈X∗(Sϕ)
ρ7→b
ρ(s)Θπρ .
The sum runs over those characters ρ ∈ X∗(Sϕ)whose restriction toX
∗(Z(Ĝ)Γ)
corresponds to b ∈ B(G)bas under the Kottwitz isomorphism [Kot85, Prop 5.6].
We have
SΘϕ,ξb = Θ
1
ϕ,b.
Wewill now provide formulas for the functions SΘϕ,ξ andΘ
s
ϕ,b using the work
of Adler and Spice [AS10] on character values for supercuspidal representa-
tions. In order to be able to derive our formulas, we need to assume that the
residual characteristic of F is large enough. A convenient lower bound is given
by p ≥ (2 + e)n, where e is the ramification degree of F/Qp, and n is the small-
est dimension of a faithful rational representation ofG. Under this assumption,
DeBacker and Reeder have shown in the appendices to [DR09] that the follow-
ing statements hold.
1. For every inner form G′ of G, the exponential map exp : g′(Fu)0+ →
G′(Fu)0+ is defined and provides a bijection which is equivariant for the
adjoint action of G′(Fu) as well as for the action of Frobenius.
2. There exists a bilinear form 〈〉 on g′(F ) which is invariant with respect
to the adjoint action of G′(F ) as well as the Galois action, and such that
for any maximal torus T ⊂ G, the element 〈Hα, Hα〉 is a unit in F for all
coroots Hα of T .
Wewill denote by log : G′(Fu)0+ → g
′(Fu)0+ the inverse of exp. Fix a character
ψ : F → C× which is trivial on pF and non-trivial on OF . Let (S, χ) be a pair of
a maximal torus ofG′ and a character of S(F ) satisfying Conditions 2.3.1. Then
the main result of [AS10] provides the following formula for the character of
πS,χ.
ΘπS,χ(γ) =
DJ(γ>0)
DG′(γ)
∑
g∈J(F )\G′(F )/S(F )
g−1γ0g∈S(F )
χg(γ0)DJ(Yg)µ̂
J
Yg (log(γ>0)). (5.1.1)
We need to explain the notation. First γ = γ0 · γ>0 is a topological Jordan
decomposition modulo Z(G)◦ of γ [Sp08]. Not every element γ has such a
decomposition, but it is part of the character formula that if γ does not have
this decomposition, then ΘπS,χ(γ) = 0. Moreover, since S is tamely ramified,
so is Z(G)◦, and thus the map G′(F )rs,0+ → [G
′/Z(G)◦](F )rs,0+ is surjective,
so we can always arrange that γ>0 ∈ G
′(F )0+, which we will assume.
Next, the group J is the connected centralizer of γ0 in G
′. We let Y ∈ s(F ) be a
generic element for which
χS(x) = ψ〈Y, x− 1〉
for all x ∈ S(F )0+. Then Yg = Ad(g)Y , and χg = Ad(g)∗χ. The quantities D()
denote theWeyl-discriminants in the corresponding group or Lie-algebras. For
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example, DG′(γ) denotes the square root of the product of |α(γ) − 1| where α
runs over all roots of the centralizer of γ inG′, whileDJ (Yg) denotes the square
root of the product of |dα(Yg)| where α runs over all roots of the centralizer of
Yg in J . Finally, µ̂
J
Yg
denotes the Fourier-transform of the orbital integral at
Yg in the Lie-algebra of J . The orbital integral is taken with respect to the
measure on J(F )/Cent(Yg , J)(F ) which is the quotient of the measures on the
two groups normalized as in [DR09, §5.1]. The Fourier-transform is taken using
the bi-character on g′(F ) given by ψ〈〉.
Before we state our formula, we recall a different normalization of the function
µ̂, which is used by Waldspurger in [Wal97]. It is the function
ι̂JY (X) = DJ(Y )DJ(X)µ̂
J
Y (X).
Proposition 5.1.1. We have that SΘϕ,ξ(γ) is equal to
e(G′)|DG′(γ)|
−1
∑
[j]
j∗[χS,Lj · ǫj ](γ0)
∑
[k]
ι̂J(kY , log(γ>0)),
while Θsϕ,b(γ) is equal to
e(Gb)|DGb(γ)|
−1
∑
[j]
j∗[χS,Lj · ǫj ](γ0)
∑
[k]
〈inv(j0, k), s〉ι̂
J (kY, log(γ>0)).
In both sums, [j] runs over the J-stable conjugacy classes of embeddings S → J whose
composition with the inclusion J → G′ (resp. J → Gb) is admissible, and [k] runs
over the set of J(F )-conjugacy classes inside [j].
Proof. We will derive both formulas simultaneously. Consider for a moment
Θsϕ,b. Its definition involves a sum over the set {ρ ∈ X
∗(Sϕ)|ρ 7→ b} and the
map ρ 7→ πρ constructed in Section 4.3. The latter map was constructed from
a choice of a Whittaker datum (B,ψB), and a choice of an L-embedding
Lj :
LS → LGwithin the Ĝ-conjugacy class specified in Section 4.2. We make these
choices. As argued in Section 4.3, this determines an isomorphism X∗(Sϕ) →
B(S), as well as an admissible embedding j0 : S → G for which πj0 is (B,ψB)-
generic. Under the isomorphism X∗(Sϕ) → B(S), the sum over the set {ρ ∈
X∗(Sϕ)|ρ 7→ b} is translated to a sum over {λ ∈ B(S)|λ 7→ b} where λ 7→ b is
taken under the map B(j0) : B(S)→ B(G)bas. We have a bijection from the set
of admissible embeddings of S into Gb to the set {λ ∈ B(S)|λ 7→ b}, and this
bijection sends an embedding j : S → Gb to the element inv(j0, j). Moreover,
if ρ 7→ j under the isomorphism X∗(Sϕ)→ B(S), then
ρ(s) = 〈inv(j0, j), s〉.
We conclude that
Θsϕ,b = e(G
b)
∑
[j]
〈inv(j0, j), s〉Θπj , (5.1.2)
where the sum runs over the set of Gb(F )-conjugacy classes of admissible em-
beddings j : S → Gb.
Now consider SΘϕ,ξ,G′. By construction, the set Πϕ,ξ,G′ is in bijection with the
set of G′(F )-conjugacy classes of admissible embeddings j : S → G′, with j
mapping to πj . Thus
SΘϕ,ξ,G′ = e(G
′)Θπj .
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We see that the formulas for Θsϕ,b and SΘϕ,ξ,G′ are the same apart from the
factor 〈inv(j0, j), s〉. Because of this, it will be enough to treat the case of Θ
s
ϕ,b,
the argument for SΘϕ,ξ,G′ being the same except that the factor 〈inv(j0, j), s〉
can be set to 1 in that case.
Inserting the Adler-Spice formula (5.1.1) into (5.1.2), we see that if γ ∈ Gb(F )rs
has the topological Jordan decomposition mod Z(G)◦ given by γ = γ0 · γ>0
with γ>0 ∈ G
b(F )0+, then Θ
s
ϕ,b(γ) equals
e(Gb)
DJ (γ>0)
DGb(γ)
∑
[j]
〈inv(j0, j), s〉
∑
g∈J(F )\Gb(F )/S(F )
g−1γ0g∈jS(F )
χjg(γ0)DJ′(Y
j
g )µ̂
J
Y jg
(log(γ>0)).
Here χj = j∗(χS,Lj · ǫj), and Y
j = jY . As [j] traverses the first summation set
and g traverses the second, the composition Ad(g)j traverses the set of J(F )-
conjugacy classes of embeddings k : S → J which are Gb-stably conjugate to
j0. This set can be traversed by first summing over the set [j] of J-stable classes
of embeddings S → J which are Gb-stably conjugate to j0, and then summing
over the set [k] of J(F )-conjugacy classes of embeddings S → J inside each [j].
With this, we obtain that Θsϕ,b(γ) equals
e(Gb)
DJ (γ>0)
DGb(γ)
∑
[j]
∑
[k]
〈inv(j0, k), s〉χ
k(γ0)DJ (Y
k)µ̂JY k(log(γ>0)).
To complete the proof, we observe that the term χk(γ0) is constant in k and
depends only on j.
5.2 Stability and transfer to inner forms
Theorem 5.2.1. Let ξ : G → G′ be an inner twist, and let γ ∈ G(F )rs and γ
′ ∈
G(F )rs be related elements. Then
SΘϕ,1,G(γ) = SΘϕ,ξ,G′(γ
′).
Proof. Let T ⊂ G and T ′ ⊂ G′ be the centralizers of γ and γ′. By assumption,
wemaymodify ξwithin its equivalence class so that ξ(γ) = γ′. Then ξ : T → T ′
is an isomorphism defined over F . The element γ has a topological Jordan
decomposition modulo Z(G)◦ if and only if γ′ does, and we may assume this
is the case, for otherwise both sides of the claimed equality are zero. Let us then
choose such a decomposition γ = γ0 · γ>0 with γ0 ∈ T (F ) and γ>0 ∈ T (F )0+
and set γ′0 = ξ(γ0) and γ
′
>0 = ξ(γ>0). Then γ
′ = γ′0 ·γ
′
>0 is such a decomposition
of γ′. Letting J and J ′ be the connected centralizers of γ0 and γ
′
0, the map
ξ descends to an inner twist J → J ′. This inner twist provides a bijection
between the stable classes of elliptic maximal tori in J and those in J ′, and
this bijection restricts to a bijection j ↔ j′ between the set of J-stable classes
of embeddings j : S → J which are G-admissible when composed with the
inclusion J → G, and the corresponding set for J ′. Moreover, if j ↔ j′, then
j−1(γ0) = j
′−1(γ′0).
Applying Proposition 5.1.1 to both G and G′, we see that we must show for
each pair of embeddings j : S → J and j′ : S → J ′ with j ↔ j′ that
e(G′)j′∗[χS,Lj · ǫj′ ](γ
′
0)
∑
[k′]
ι̂J
′
(k′Y , log(γ′>0))
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is equal to
e(G)j∗[χS,Lj · ǫj ](γ0)
∑
[k]
ι̂J (kY , log(γ>0))
The fundamental results of Waldspurger [Wal97], [Wal06], [Ngo10] reduce our
task to showing the equation
e(G′)γψ(j
′(F ), 〈〉)j′∗[χS,Lj · ǫj′ ](γ
′
0) = e(G)γψ(j(F ), 〈〉)j∗[χS,Lj · ǫj ](γ0).
Applying Lemma 3.4.1 we see that
γψ(j
′(F ), 〈〉)
γψ(j(F ), 〈〉)
=
∏
α∈R(J,G)sym/Γ
f(J′,j′S)(α)
f(J,jS)(α)
On the other hand, Proposition 3.2.2 shows
e(G′)
e(G)
=
∏
α∈R(S,G)sym/Γ
f(G′,j′S)(α)
f(G,jS)(α)
Finally, Lemma 3.6.1 shows
j′∗ej′(γ
′
0)
j∗ej(γ0)
=
∏
α∈R(S,G)symrR(S,J)sym/Γ
f(G′,j′S)(α)
f(G,jS)(α)
,
and the proof is complete.
5.3 Descent lemmas
Lemma 5.3.1. Let J be a disconnected linear algebraic group defined over F whose
connected component J◦ is reductive and quasi-split. Let γ ∈ J◦(F ) be an element
such thatCent(γ, J) ⊂ J◦. Then π0(J)(F ) acts simply transitively on the set of those
J◦(F )-conjugacy classes inside the J(F )-conjugacy class of γ which are defined over
F . Moreover, every such class has an F -point.
Proof. The first statement is obvious; we turn to the second. LetC = Ad(J(F ))γ.
The action of π0(J)(F ) on C/Ad(J
◦(F )) factors through the map π0(J) →
Out(J). Fix an F -splitting of the quasi-split group J◦ provides a Γ-equivariant
section Out(J◦)→ Aut(J◦) of the natural projection. Hence we obtain
f : π0(J)(F )→ Out(J
◦)(F )→ Aut(J◦)(F ).
For x ∈ π0(J)(F ), the element f(x)γ is an F -point in the J
◦-class Ad(x · J◦)γ.
We now let J be a connected reductive group defined over F . We assume
that for each γ ∈ J(F )rs, we have fixed a decomposition γ = γ0 · γ1, with
γ0, γ1 ∈ T , where T = Cent(γ, J)
◦. We moreover assume that for any admissi-
ble isomorphism f : T → T ′ of maximal tori of J , the decomposition of f(γ) is
f(γ0) · f(γ1).
We are now going to establish two lemmas dealing with descent to the central-
izer of γ0, where γ0 is the 0-part in the decomposition γ = γ0 · γ1 of a strongly
regular semi-simple element. The first lemma provides a comparison between
stable conjugacy in J and stable conjugacy in Jγ0 .
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Lemma 5.3.2. Assume that J is quasi-split. The map
p : J(F )sr/st→ J(F )ss/st, γ 7→ γ0
is well defined. Every stable class in the image of this map contains a point y ∈ J(F )ss
for which Jy is quasi-split. Moreover,
py : Jy(F )1/st→ p
−1([y]), z 7→ zy
is a surjection, where the subscript 1 denotes all those elements γ1 such that yγ1 is
strongly-regular semi-simple and has the decomposition y · γ1. Finally, the fibers of py
are torsors under π0(H
y)(F ).
Proof. For the first claim, we need to show that the map J(F )rs → J(F )ss given
by sending γ to γ0 respects stable conjugacy. If γ and γ
′ are stably-conjugate,
say by g ∈ J(F ), then Ad(g) : Tγ → Tγ′ is an isomorphism defined over F
between the centralizers of γ and γ′. Being admissible, it carries γ0 to γ
′
0, and
hence exhibits these two elements as stably conjugate.
Now let y ∈ J(F )ss be an element whose stable class belongs to the image of
p. According to [Kot82, Lemma 3.3], we may choose y within its stable class
so that Jy is quasi-split. To prove the surjectivity of py, let γ ∈ J(F ) be such
that γ0 is stably-conjugate to y, and let g ∈ J(F ) be an element which stably-
conjugates γ0 to y. Then Ad(g) : Jγ0 → Jy is an inner twist. The centralizer Tγ
is a maximal torus in Jγ0 and contains γ1. Since Jy is quasi-split, there exists
h ∈ Jy such that T
′ := Ad(hg)Tγ is a maximal torus of Jy defined over F , and
Ad(hg) : Tγ → T
′ is defined over F . Then γ′ := Ad(hg)γ belongs to Jy(F ) and
has the decomposition γ′ = y · γ′1, where γ
′
1 = Ad(hg)γ1. We see that py(γ
′
1) is
stably conjugate to γ, and this proves the surjectivity of py .
To prove the statement about the fibers of py , let γ1, γ
′
1 ∈ Jy(F )sr,1 and assume
that that yγ1 and yγ
′
1 are stably conjugate, say by g ∈ J(F ). Our assumptions
on the decomposition imply then that g ∈ Jy(F ). We conclude that the fiber of
py through γ1 is the set of F -points ofAd(J
y(F ))γ1. The statement now follows
from Lemma 5.3.1.
The second descent lemma will deal with the notion of transfer of elements
from an endoscopic group H to J . If γ0 ∈ J(F ) and y ∈ H(F ) are such that y
transfers to γ0 andHy is quasi-split, then Langlands and Shelstad show [LS90]
that Hy can be realized as an endoscopic group of Jγ0 . In order to do that, one
needs to fix an isomorphism from a maximal torus inHy to a maximal torus in
Jγ0 which is admissible when considered as an isomorphism from a maximal
torus ofH to a maximal torus of J . Conjugating this isomorphism by elements
of Hy or Jγ0 has no effect on the way Hy behaves as an endoscopic group of
Jγ0 . We will write Ξ(Hy , Jγ0) for the set of such isomorphisms of tori which
send y to γ0, taken up to conjugation by elements of Hy and Jγ0 .
Lemma 5.3.3. Let H be an endoscopic group of J and S a torus defined over F . Let
j : S → J and jH : S → H be embeddings of S as an elliptic maximal torus of J and
H , and let γ ∈ J(F )rs be such that γ0 ∈ jS(F ). Consider the set of triples
{(y, ξy, j
H
y )}
where y runs over a fixed set of representatives Y for the stable classes of preimages
of γ0, chosen so that Hy is quasi-split, ξy runs over Ξ(Hy, Jγ0), and j
H
y runs over
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the Hy-stable classes of embeddings S → Hy whose composition with the natural
inclusion Hy → H is stably conjugate to j
H . Consider also the set
{jγ0 : S → Jγ0}
of Jγ0-stable classes of embeddings whose composition with the inclusion jγ0 → J is
stably conjugate to j. Then we claim that the map
q : {(y, ξy, j
H
y )} → {jγ0}
given by transfer of stable classes of tori from Hy to Jγ0 is surjective and its fiber
through a triple (y, ξy, j
H
y ) is a torsor under π0(H
y)(F ).
Proof. The map q is well defined – given a triple (y, ξy, j
H
y ), we may transfer
the stable class of the maximal torus jHy S of Hy to the quasi-split form of Jγ0 .
Since S is elliptic for J , it is also elliptic for the quasi-split form of Jγ0 , and
hence transfers further to Jγ0 itself. Furthermore it is clear that q is π0(H
y)(F )-
invariant.
For surjectivity, we start with jγ0 . Then y
′ = jH ◦ j−1γ0 (γ0) ∈ H(F ) is a preimage
of γ0 ∈ J(F ). There exists a unique element y ∈ Y which is stably-conjugate
to y′, say by h ∈ H . Then Ad(h) : Hy′ → Hy is an inner twist and there exists
h′ ∈ Hy such that j
H
y := Ad(h
′h) ◦ jH : S → Hy is defined over F . Finally, take
ξy = jγ0 ◦ [j
H
y ]
−1.
For injectivity, let (y, ξy, j
H
y ) and (y
′, ξy′ , j
H
y′ ) be two triples giving rise to the
same Jγ0-stable class of embeddings jγ0 : S → Jγ0 . Then we can choose ξy and
ξy′ within their equivalence classes in such a way that
ξy ◦ j
H
y = jγ0 = ξy′ ◦ j
H
y′ .
Setting s = j−1γ0 (γ0), this shows that y = j
H
y (s) and y
′ = jhy′(s). But the embed-
dings jHy and j
H
y′ are H-stably conjugate, while y, y
′ ∈ Y . This forces y = y′.
From this we see that jHy and j
H
y′ are conjugate under H
y(F ), and the same
element of Hy conjugating these embeddings must then also conjugate ξy to
ξy′ in order to maintain the relationship with jγ0 . The result now follows from
Lemma 5.3.1.
5.4 Endoscopic transfer
We now fix an endoscopic datum (H, s,H, Lη) for G. To ease notation, we will
assume that there exists an L-isomorphism H → LH . The general case can
easily be reduced to this – one has to replace G by a z-extension as in [LS87,
§4]. Thus we may replace H by LH and assume that Lη is an L-embedding
LH → LG. We further assume that this L-embedding is tamely ramified. Fix
a Whittaker datum W = (B,ψB) for G. Then, for each extended pure inner
twist (ξ, b) : G → Gb we have [Kal11a, §2] the Whittaker normalization of the
transfer factor
∆W,b : H(F )G−sr ×G
b(F )sr → C.
We emphasize that this is the normalization which, on the group G, coincides
with the factor ∆′λ defined in [KS12]. Let ϕ
H : WF →
LH be a Langlands
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parameter and assume that its composition ϕ :WF →
LGwith Lη is epipelagic.
Then ϕH is itself epipelagic. Thus we have the L-packetsΠϕH ,1,H onH(F ) and
Πϕ,ξ,Gb on G
b(F ). Our goal is to show that for all γb ∈ Gb(F )sr the endoscopic
character identity holds.
Theorem 5.4.1.
Θsϕ,b(γ
b) =
∑
γH∈H(F )sr/st
∆W,b(γ
H , γb)
DH(γh)2
DGb(γb)2
SΘϕH (γ
H).
We will use the formulas from Proposition 5.1.1, and for this we need to fix
topological Jordan decompositionsmod Z(G)◦ for the elements involved. First,
fix a topological Jordan decomposition γb = γb0 · γ
b
>0 which is such that γ
b
>0 ∈
Tγb(F )0+. As remarked in Section 5.2, this is possible. We endow all stable
conjugates of γb with the induced decompositions. Moreover, for every stable
class in H which transfers to the stable class of γb, we fix a representative γH
and an admissible isomorphism f : TγH → Tγb and endow γ
H with the decom-
position of γb transported over f . This fixes corresponding decompositions on
all elements of H(F ) which transfer to γb.
Before we set out to prove this identity, we need to recall the results of Lang-
lands and Shelstad [LS90] on descent for transfer factors. For this, fix an ele-
ment γH ∈ H(F ) which transfers to γb. We may modify γH within its stable
class to assume that HγH0 is quasi-split. Let f : TγH → Tγb be an admissi-
ble isomorphism sending γH to γb. Then Langlands and Shelstad show how
to produce from (H, s,H, Lη) an endoscopic datum (HγH0 , s,H
′, Lη′) for Gb
γb0
.
The isomorphism class of this endoscopic datum depends only on the class
ξ ∈ Ξ(HγH0 , G
b
γb0
) of f . We cannot expect however that H′ is an L-group of
HγH0 and thus we have to take an extension H˜γH0 of HγH0 and an L-embedding
Lη˜ : H → LH˜γH0 . We again assume that
Lη˜ is tamely ramified. This data pro-
vides a canonical relative transfer factor
H˜γH0 (F )sr × H˜γH0 (F )sr ×G
b
γb0
(G)sr ×G
b
γb0
(G)sr → C
and hence a family of absolute transfer factors
H˜γH0 (F )sr ×G
b
γb0
(G)sr → C,
which is a torsor under S1 acting by multiplication. The main theorem of
[LS90] then asserts that one of these transfer factors, which we will denote by
∆descW,b,ξ , satisfies
∆descW,b,ξ(γ˜
H
0 · z˜, γ
b
0 · z
b) = ∆W,b(γ
H
0 · z, γ
b
0 · z
b)
for all z˜ ∈ H˜γH0 (F )sr and z
b ∈ Gb
γb0
(G)sr which are sufficiently close to γ˜
H
0 and
γb0, where γ˜
H
0 ∈ H˜γH0 (F ) is a fixed lift of γ
H
0 . In the course of our proof, we
will work with a version of the transfer factors which is missing the term∆IV .
In order to avoid confusion, we will denote these transfer factors by ∆˚. The
work of Langlands and Shelstad applies equally well to these transfer factors
and asserts
∆˚descW,b,ξ(γ˜
H
0 · z˜, γ
b
0 · z
b) = ∆˚W,b(γ
H
0 · z, γ
b
0 · z
b).
We would like to know that this statement also holds when z˜ and zb are any
strongly-regular semi-simple topologically unipotent elements. This follows
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from the work of Hales [Hal93], which, even though originally written for un-
ramified groups and compact elements, applies equally well in our setting, as
we will now review.
Lemma 5.4.2. Let G be a tamely ramified connected reductive group defined over F ,
(H, s, Lη) a tamely ramified extended endoscopic triple. Let γ ∈ G(F ) be a strongly-
regular semi-simple element and γ = γ0 · γ>0 a commuting decomposition with γ0
topologically semi-simple moduloZ(G)◦ and γ>0 topologically unipotent. Fix a power
Q of p for which α(γ0)
Q = α(γ0) for all roots α of the centralizer of γ. Then, for any
absolute transfer factor ∆ and element γH ∈ H(F ) which transfers to γ and has the
compatible decomposition γH = γH0 · γ
H
>0, we have
∆˚(γH0 · [γ
H
>0]
Q2k , γ0 · γ
Q2k
>0 ) = ∆˚(γ
H , γ).
Proof. Let us first compare ∆˚([γH ]
Q2k , γQ
2k
) with ∆˚(γH , γ). One sees immedi-
ately that the factors ∆I and ∆III1 are equal for both pairs ([γH ]
Q2k , γQ
2k
) and
(γH , γ), as they only depend on the tori T
H ⊂ H and T ⊂ G containing the
elements γH and γ, as well as the isomorphism TH → T mapping γH to γ, and
this data remains unaffected when we replace the elements by their powers. It
remains to examine the factors∆II and∆III2 . The factor∆II is again the same
for both pairs of elements, due to [Hal93, Corollary 10.3], whose argument re-
mains valid in our setting. The factor∆III2 however is different. It is a tamely
ramified character of the centralizer of γ in G whose restriction to Z(G)(F ) is
equal to a character λG that depends only on G. This is the content of [LS90,
§3.5]. Thus the character defining ∆III2 is trivial on any power of γ>0. More-
over its values at γQ
2k
0 and γ0 differ by its value at γ
Q2k−1
0 , but this element is
killed by all roots and hence is central. Thus we see
∆III2([γH ]
Q2k , γQ
2k
) = λG(γ
Q2k−1
0 ) ·∆III2(γH , γ).
Since all the other components of the transfer factor were equal at the two pairs
([γH ]
Q2k , γQ
2k
) and (γH , γ), we conclude that
∆˚([γH ]
Q2k , γQ
2k
) = λG(γ
Q2k−1
0 ) · ∆˚(γH , γ).
The statement now follows from a second application of [LS90, §3.5].
Proof of Theorem 5.4.1. Consider the right hand side of the claimed equality. If
the element γH does not transfer to γb, the corresponding summand is zero.
For any element γH which does transfer to γb, we have fixed a decomposition
γH = γH0 · γ
H
>0. Let Y be a set of representatives for the stable classes of the
elements γH0 obtained in this way, with the property that for each y ∈ Y , Hy is
quasi-split. Applying Lemma 5.3.2, we can write said right hand side as
∑
y∈Y
|π0(H
y)(F )|−1
∑
z∈Hy(F )1/st
∆˚W,b(yz, γ
b)
DH(yz)
DGb(γb)
SΘϕH (yz).
Applying Lemma 5.4.2, we can rewrite this as
∑
y∈Y
|π0(H
y)(F )|−1
∑
z∈Hy(F )1/st
∆˚W,b(yz
Q2k , γb0(γ
b
>0)
Q2k)
DH(yz)
DGb(γb)
SΘϕH (yz).
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Taking k large enough, we can apply the Langlands-Shelstad descend theorem
[LS90, Theorem 1.6] and conclude that the above term equals to
∑
y∈Y
|π0(H
y)(F )|−1
∑
z∈Hy(F )1/st
∆˚descW,b,ξ(yz
Q2k , γb0(γ
b
>0)
Q2k)
DH(yz)
DGb(γb)
SΘϕH (yz).
Recall that ξ was an element of Ξ(HγH0 , G
b
γb0
). This is the unique element of
that set for which the pair of elements in ∆˚descW,b,ξ is related. Thus the above
expression is equal to
∑
y∈Y
|π0(H
y)(F )|−1
∑
f
∑
z∈Hy(F )1/st
∆˚descW,b,ξ(yz
Q2k , γb0(γ
b
>0)
Q2k )
DH(yz)
DGb(γb)
SΘϕH (yz),
where f now runs over the set Ξ(HγH0 , G
b
γb0
). The sum over z can be extended
to Hy(F )sr/st, since for elements outside of Hy(F )1 the transfer factor will be
zero.
Applying Proposition 5.1.1 to SΘϕH , see that the above expression becomes∑
y∈Y
|π0(H
y)(F )|−1
∑
ξ
∑
z∈Hy(F )sr/st
∆˚descW,b,ξ(yz
Q2k , γb0(γ
b
>0)
Q2k)
1
DGb(γb)∑
[jH ]
jH∗ [χS,LjH · ǫjH ](y)
∑
[kH ]
ι̂J
H
(kHY , log(z))
We recall that [jH ] runs over the set ofHy-stable classes of embeddings S → Hy
whose composition withHy → H is admissible, while [k
H ] runs over the set of
Hy(F )-conjugacy classes inside of each [j
H ].
Applying [LS90, Lemma 3.5.A] to the factor ∆˚descW,b,ξ and rearranging sums, the
above expression becomes
DG
b
(γb)|−1
∑
y∈Y
|π0(H
y)(F )|−1
∑
ξ
∑
[jH ]
jH∗ [χS,LjH · ǫjH ](y)Ξ
desc
W,b,ξ(γ
b
0)∑
z∈Hy(F )sr/st
∆˚descW,b,ξ(z
Q2k , (γb>0)
Q2k)
∑
[kH ]
ι̂J
H
(kHY , log(z)), (5.4.1)
where we have denoted by ΞdescW,b,ξ the character of Z(G
b
γb0
)(F )which Langlands
and Shelstad call λG. After potentially increasing k, we have
∆˚descW,b,ξ(z
Q2k , (γb>0)
Q2k) = ∆
hy
W,b,ξ(log(z
Q2k), log((γb>0)
Q2k)),
where the factor on the right is the Lie-algebra transfer factor normalized com-
patibly with the one on the left. With this, (5.4.1) becomes
DG
b
(γb)|−1
∑
y∈Y
|π0(H
y)(F )|−1
∑
ξ
∑
[jH ]
jH∗ [χS,LjH · ǫjH ](y)Ξ
desc
W,b,ξ(γ
b
0)∑
Z∈hy(F )rs/st
∆
hy
W,b,ξ(Q
2kZ,Q2k log(γb>0))
∑
[kH ]
ι̂J
H
(kHY , Z). (5.4.2)
The factorsQ2k can now be removed, as the Lie-algebra transfer factor is invari-
ant under multiplication by squares from F×. Let j : S → Gb
γb0
be the image of
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a triple (y, ξ, jH) in the above summation set under the map q of Lemma 5.3.3.
Waldspurger’s fundamental result [Wal95, Thm. 1.2] combined with [Wal97]
and [Ngo10] implies that∑
Z∈hy(F )rs/st
∆
hy
W,b,ξ(Z, log(γ
b
>0))
∑
[kH ]
ι̂J
H
(kHY , Z)
is equal to
γψ(g
b
γb0
)γψ(hy)
−1
∑
[k]
∆
hy
W,b,ξ(j
HY, kY )ι̂J (kY, log(γb>0)),
where the sum runs over the set of Gb
γb0
(F )-conjugacy classes of embeddings
in the Gb
γb0
-stable class of j. This, combined with the statement of Lemma 5.3.3
shows that (5.4.2) is equal to
∑
[j]
jH∗ [χS,LjH · ǫjH ](y)
ΞdescW,b,ξ(γ
b
0)
|DGb(γb)|
γψ(g
b
γb0
)
γψ(hy)
∑
[k]
∆
hy
W,b,ξ(j
HY, kY )ι̂J (kY, log(γb>0)).
We now compare this expressionwith the left hand side of the equality claimed
in Theorem 5.4.1. Applying Proposition 5.1.1 to Θsϕ,b, we see that it is equal to
e(Gb)|DGb(γ)|
−1
∑
[j]
j∗[χS,Lj · ǫj ](γ
b
0)
∑
[k]
〈inv(j0, k), s〉ι̂
J (kY, log(γb>0)).
Thus, in order to prove Theorem 5.4.1, we need to show the following equality
for each embedding j : S → Gb
γb0
whose composition with the inclusion Gb
γb0
→
Gb is admissible.
jH∗ [χS,LjH · ǫjH ](y)Ξ
desc
W,b,ξ(γ
b
0)
γψ(g
b
γb
0
)
γψ(hy)
∆
hy
W,b,ξ(j
HY, kY )
= (5.4.3)
e(Gb)j∗[χS,Lj · ǫj ](γ
b
0)〈invb(j0, j), s〉 .
Recall here that the triple (y, ξ, jH) is related to j via the map q of Lemma 5.3.3.
As a first step, we undo the descent of the transfer factor. Choosing an element
z ∈ F× close to zero, we have
ΞdescW,b,ξ(γ
b
0)∆
hy
W,1,ξ(j
HY, jY ) = ΞdescW,b,ξ(γ
b
0)∆
hy
W,1,ξ(z
2jHY, z2jY )
= ΞdescW,b,ξ(γ
b
0)∆˚
desc
W,1,ξ(exp(z
2jHY ), exp(z2jY ))
= ∆˚descW,b,ξ(y exp(z
2jHY ), γb0 exp(z
2jY ))
= ∆˚W,b(y exp(z
2jHY ), γb0 exp(z
2jY ))
= ∆˚W,1(y exp(z
2jHY ), γ0 exp(z
2j0Y ))〈inv(j0, j), s〉,
where γ0 = j0j
−1(γb0). With this, we see that Equation 5.4.3 becomes
∆˚W,1(y exp(z
2jHY ), γ0 exp(z
2j0Y ))
γψ(g
b
γb0
)
γψ(hy)
= e(Gb)
j∗[χS,Lj · ǫj](γ
b
0)
jH∗ [χS,LjH · ǫjH ](y)
.
(5.4.4)
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We now need to go into the structure of ∆˚W,1. We can choose an F -spitting
spl = (T,B, {Xα}) so that the Whittaker datumW comes from spl and the ad-
ditive character ψ : F → C× which we fixed in Section 5.1. The centralizers in
H andG of the arguments of the transfer factor are jHS and j0S, and j0(j
H)−1
is an admissible isomorphism between them carrying the first argument of the
transfer factor to the second. We also need to choose a-data and χ-data, which
for now we take arbitrary. Then
∆˚W,1 = ǫL(X
∗(T )C −X
∗(TH)C, ψ)∆I [spl, a]∆II [a, χ]∆III2 [χ].
The reason that∆III1 is missing lies in our choice of j0(j
H)−1 as the admissible
isomorphism. The element ∆I does not depend on the elements y exp(z
2jHY )
and γ0 exp(z
2j0Y ) directly, but rather only on the tori containing them, which
as we remarked are jHS and j0S. Moreover, these are also the tori centralizing
the regular elements jHY and j0Y . It follows that
∆I [spl, a](y exp(z
2jHY ), γ0 exp(z
2j0Y )) = ∆I [spl, a](j
HY, j0Y ),
with the right hand side as in [Kot99]. The main result of this article shows that
if spl1 is a splitting whose Kostant section meets the rational class of j0Y and if
as a-data we take {dα(j0Y )|α ∈ R(j0S,G)}, then
∆I [spl1, a](j
HY, j0Y ) = 1.
On the other hand, recall from Proposition 2.3.7 that j0Y meets the Kostant
section associated to the regular nilpotent element E− in the Lie-algebra of the
unipotent radical of the T -opposite Borel subgroup of B, which is specified by
the equation
ψB(exp(X)) = ψ〈X,E−〉
for all X in the Lie-algebra of the unipotent radical of B. A straight-forward
computation shows that
E− =
∑
α∈∆
〈Xα, X−α〉
−1X−α,
where [Xα, X−α] = Hα. In other words, we have spl1 = {〈Xα, X−α〉Xα}.
Using [Kal12, Lemma 4.2], we then see that
∆I [spl, a](y exp(z
2jHY ), γ0 exp(z
2j0Y )) = 1,
provided we take as a-data for R(j0S,G) the expression
aα = 〈Xα, X−α〉
−1dα(j0Y ).
Turning to ∆III2 , the construction in [LS87, §3.5] shows that if we take as χ-
data the one specified in Section 4.2, then
∆III2(y exp(z
2jHY ), γ0 exp(z
2j0Y )) =
j∗[χS,Lj ](γ0 exp(z
2j0Y ))
jH∗ [χS,LjH ](y exp(z
2jHY ))
.
Choosing z small enough the right hand side becomes equal to
j∗[χS,Lj ](γ
b
0)
jH∗ [χS,LjH ](y)
.
Taking all this into account, equation (5.4.4) becomes
ǫL(X
∗(T )C −X
∗(TH)C, ψ)
γψ(g
b
γb0
)
γψ(hy)
∆II [a, χ](y exp(z
2jHY ), γ0 exp(z
2j0Y ))
= (5.4.5)
e(Gb)
j∗ǫj(γ
b
0)
jH∗ ǫjH (y)
.
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At this point, the a-data and χ-data are specified, and we may compute the
term ∆II . Recall that it is defined as the product over all roots α ∈ R(S,G) r
R(S,H) of the expressions
χα
(
j0α(γ0 exp(z
2j0Y ))− 1
aα
)
.
We have chosen χα = 1 for asymmetric roots α, so we only need to compute
the above expression for symmetric roots. To ease notation, we will identify S
with j0S via j0 and suppress j0 from the notation.
If α(γ0) = 1, then we have
lim
z→0
α(exp(z2Y ))− 1
z2
= dα(Y ),
and since χα has order 2when restricted to F
×, we see that for z small enough
χα
(
α(γ0 exp(z
2Y ))− 1
aα
)
= χα(〈Xα, X−α〉) = κα(〈Xα, X−α〉).
If on the other hand α(γ0) 6= 1, then
lim
z→0
α(γ0 exp(z
2Y ))− 1 = α(γ0)− 1,
and thus for z small enough we have
χα
(
α(γ0 exp(z
2Y ))− 1
aα
)
= χα
(
(α(γ0)− 1)〈Xα, X−α〉
dα(Y )
)
.
The element α(γ0) − 1 is a unit in Fα, because α(γ0) is topologically semi-
simple. The element 〈Xα, Xα〉 is a unit in F±α by choice of 〈〉. On the other
hand, Y is generic of depth −1/e, and hence dα(Y )−1 is a uniformizer of F×α .
All in all, we see that the argument of χα is a uniformizer, which we will call ω
for short.
We now recall the construction of χα from Section 4.2. If α is inertially asym-
metric, then χα is the unramified character sending each uniformizer of Fα to
−1, and we see
χα(ω) = −1 = λFα/F±α(ψ ◦ trF±α/F ).
If α is inertially symmetric, then we have
χα(ω) = λFα/F±α(ξ
−1
α,ω).
Recalling the definition of ξα,ω : kFα → C
×, we see that for x ∈ kFα , we have
ξα,ω(x) = χS,Lj(NFα/F (α
∨(1 + ωx)))
= χS,Lj(1 + TrFα/F (α
∨(ωx)))
= ψ〈TrFα/F (α
∨(ωx)), Y 〉
= ψTrFα/F 〈α
∨(ωx), Y 〉
= ψTrFα/F (ωx · 〈Hα, Y 〉)
= ψTrFα/F (ωx · dα(Y ) · 〈Xα, X−α〉)
= ψTrFα/F (x · (α(γ0)− 1) · 〈Xα, X−α〉
2).
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The element α(γ0) of Fα is topologically semi-simple and lies in the kernel of
the norm to F±α. Since Fα/F±α is ramified, the only such elements are 1 and
−1. Being non-trivial, we see that α(γ0) = −1, and we obtain
ξα,ω(x) = ψTrF±α/F (−4〈Xα, X−α〉
2),
from which we conclude that, just like in the inertially asymmetric case, we
have
χα(ω) = λFα/F±α(ψTrF±α/F ).
Combining these results we see
∆II =
∏
α(γ0)=1
κα(〈Xα, X−α〉)
∏
α(γ0) 6=1
λFα/F±α(ψ ◦ TrF±α/F ),
where in both products α runs over a set of representatives for the symmetric
orbits of Γ in R(S,G)−R(S,H).
Returning to the proof of equation (5.4.5), we see that combining the above ex-
pression for∆II with Lemma 3.4.1, Corollary 3.4.2, and Corollary 3.5.2, shows
that (5.4.5) is equivalent to
∏
H−Hy
f(H,jHS)(α)
∏
G−Gγ0
f(G,j0S)e(Gγ0)e(G
b
γb0
) = e(Gb)
j∗ǫj(γ
b
0)
jH∗ ǫjH (y)
. (5.4.6)
Here the symbolH−Hy denotes the set of symmetric Γ-orbits of roots of S inH
outside ofHy, and the symbol G−Gγ0 has the analogous meaning. According
to Lemma 3.6.1 and Proposition 3.2.2, we have
j∗ej(γ
b
0) = [j0]∗ej0(γ0) · e(G)e(G
b)e(Gγ0)e(G
b
γb0
).
Thus Equation (5.4.6) becomes∏
H−Hy
f(H,jHS)(α)
∏
G−Gγ0
f(G,j0S) =
[j0]∗ǫj0(γ0)
jH∗ ǫjH (y)
. (5.4.7)
That this last equation holds is implied by Lemma 3.6.1.
6 EPIPELAGIC L-PACKETS FOR GLn
In this section we will show that the construction of epipelagic L-packets de-
scribed in Section 4 specializes in the case of the group GLn to the local Lang-
lands correspondence established by Harris-Taylor and Henniart. We put G =
GLn and then Ĝ = GLn(C). Since WF acts trivially on Ĝ, we will use Ĝ in-
stead of the L-group Ĝ ×WF and will regards Langlands parameters simply
as Ĝ-conjugacy classes of admissible homomorphisms WF → Ĝ. In order for
epipelagic parameters to exist, we must assume that p ∤ n.
We will use the explicit description of the local Langlands correspondence for
GLn when p ∤ n derived by Bushnell and Henniart in [BH05a, BH05b]. Central
to this description is the notion of an admissible pair of degree n, which is a
pair (E/F, ξ) consisting of a tamely-ramified extension E/F of degree n, and a
character ξ : E× → C×, subject to certain conditions. From an admissible pair,
one can construct an irreducible n-dimensional representation σ(E/F,ξ) of WF ,
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and an irreducible supercuspidal representation π(E/F,ξ) of GLn(F ). The first
one is obtained by taking σ := IndWFWEξ. For the second one, there is an explicit
construction, described in [BH05a, §2], which uses the work of Bushnell and
Kutzko [BK93] on the classification of irreducible representations of GLn(F ).
The following is one of the main results of [BH05a, BH05b]:
Theorem 6.0.3 (Bushnell-Henniart). Assume that E/F is totally ramified. Under
the local Langlands correspondence, the representation σ(E/F,ξ) corresponds to the rep-
resentation π(E/F,ξ·µξ), where µξ : E
× → C× is a character which is explicitly given
by [BH05b, Thm. 2.1].
The character µξ is called the rectifying character of the admissible pair (E/F, ξ).
The construction of this paper associates to a Langlands parameter ϕ : WF →
Ĝ satisfying Conditions 4.1.1 a triple (S, χS , [j]) where S is a tamely ramified
F -torus, [j] is a stable class of embeddings of S as a maximal torus of G, and
χS : S(F ) → C× is a character on S(F ) well-defined up to Ω(S,G)(F ). In
the situation of G = GLn, the set [j] consists of a single G(F )-conjugacy class.
Thus, we have in fact a pair (S, χS) where S ⊂ G is a maximal torus and χS
is a character of S(F ). This pair is well-defined up to G(F )-conjugacy. The
representation of G(F ) associated to ϕ is then the one obtained from the pair
(S, χS · ǫf) using the construction of Section 2.3. Here ǫf : S(F ) → C× is the
character built from the toral invariant of S in Section 3.6. In fact, as we will
show, it is a special feature of GLn that all toral invariants are trivial. Thus, we
may from now on ignore ǫf .
The comparison of the construction given in this paper with the local Lang-
lands correspondence for GLn will proceed in the following way. Given a pa-
rameter ϕ : WF → Ĝ satisfying Conditions 4.1.1, let (E/F, ξ) be an admissible
pair such that ϕ ∼= IndWFWEξ, and let (S, χS) is the pair constructed from ϕ. The
main point is to show that there exists an isomorphism S(F ) ∼= E× which
identifies χS with ξ · µξ. This will be shown by first obtaining in Section 6.1
a Langlands parameter ϕξ : WF → Ŝ for the character ξ of E
× ∼= S(F ), then
computing the character χS ·ξ
−1 by examining its parameter ϕS ·ϕ
−1
ξ in Section
6.2, and finally comparing in Section 6.3 the result of this computation with the
formula for the rectifying character given in [BH05b].
Once this is complete, we will further show in Section 6.4 that the representa-
tion ofG(F ) obtained from the pair (E/F, χS) using the construction of [BH05a,
§2] is isomorphic to the one obtained from (S, χS) using the construction of
Section 2.3.
6.1 From epipelagic parameters to admissible pairs
We are going to establish some notation which will be used subsequently and
then show how the construction in 4.1 leads to admissible pairs in the sense of
[BH05a, BH05b].
Let T̂ be the standard (i.e. diagonal) maximal torus in Ĝ. We label its coor-
dinates by elements of Z/nZ, the top left coordinate being 0, and the bottom
right n− 1. This labeling provides bijections from Z/nZ to the standard bases
of X∗(T ) and X∗(T ), and further identifies Ω(T̂ ) with the group Bij(Z/nZ) of
bijections of the set Z/nZ.
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Let ϕ : WF → Ĝ be a Langlands parameter satisfying Conditions 4.1.1. Con-
jugating by Ĝ if necessary we may assume that Cent(ϕ(PF ), Ĝ) is the standard
torus T̂ . This implies that im(ϕ) ⊂ N(T̂ ). The image of the composition
WF → N(T̂ )→ Ω(T̂ ).
is the Galois group of a finite Galois extension K/F . Let us study this group.
Let F˜ be the maximal unramified sub-extension. The assumptions on ϕ imply
that the extension K/F˜ is tamely ramified and its Galois group is generated
by a Coxeter element, i.e. it is cyclic of order n. We choose a generator s ∈
Gal(K/F˜ ). Since all Coxeter elements in Ω(T̂ ) are conjugate, we can further
assume after conjugating ϕ under N(T̂ ) that s is the element +1 ∈ Bij(Z/nZ).
We claim that the subgroup 〈s〉 ⊂ ΓK/F has a complement. LetQ
′ ∈ Gal(K/F )
be a Frobenius element. We have Q′sQ′−1 = sq . Let Q ∈ Bij(Z/nZ) be the
element ·q. It also has the property QsQ−1 = sq . Thus Q differs from Q′ by
an element of Cent(s,Ω(T̂ )) = 〈s〉, and this shows that Q ∈ ΓK/F . Since the
subgroups 〈+1〉 and 〈·q〉 of Bij(Z/nZ) have trivial intersection, we see that
ΓK/F = 〈s〉⋊ 〈Q〉
as claimed. We let E = KQ. Observe that the extensions K/E and F˜/F are
both unramified of equal degree, namely
f = ord(q, (Z/nZ)×).
Thus we have the diagram
K
tr
n
✎
✎
✎
✎
✎
✎
✎
✎
✎
✎
✎
✎
✎
✎
ur
f ❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
E
F˜
F
ur
f
❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄
tr
n
✎
✎✎
✎
✎
✎
✎✎
✎
✎
✎
✎
✎✎
✎
The extension E/F is the only extension of the three that is in general not nor-
mal.
Write Ŝ for the Galois-module obtained from T̂ by twisting via ϕ, and let S be
the F -torus whose dual is Ŝ. SinceX∗(Ŝ) is a permutationWF -module and the
stabilizer of χ0 ∈ X
∗(Ŝ), the basis element corresponding to 0 ∈ Z/nZ, isWE ,
we have
Ŝ = IndWFWEC
× and hence S = ResE/FGm.
We consider the map
strip : N(T̂ )→ N(T̂ )
which is the composition of the natural projectionN(T̂ )→ Ω(T̂ )with the stan-
dard injection Ω(T̂ )→ N(T̂ ) given by sending an element of Ω(T̂ ) ∼= Sn to the
corresponding permutation matrix. One checks that the map
ϕξ :WF → Ŝ, w 7→ ϕ(w) · strip(ϕ(w))
−1
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belongs to Z1(WF , Ŝ) and hence provides a character ξ : S(F ) → C×. Via the
isomorphism S(F ) ∼= E× we may view this as a character on E×, and hence
also as a character onWE . This character is nothing more then the image of ϕξ
under the isomorphism H1(WF , Ind
WF
WE
C×) ∼= H1(WE ,C×).
Lemma 6.1.1. TheWF -representations ϕ and Ind
WF
WE
ξ are isomorphic.
Proof. This is a straightforward computation.
According to Fact 6.4.2 and Lemma 6.1.1 our task is now to compare the charac-
ter χS obtained from ϕ via factoring through the embedding
LjX constructed
by means of χ-data (where the χ-data is chosen according to Section 4.2), with
the product ξ · µξ, where µξ : E
× → C× is the rectifying character constructed
in [BH05a, BH05b], associated to the admissible pair (E/F, ξ) .
6.2 Computation of χS · ξ
−1
Recall that the parameter ϕS for the character χS is given by ϕ =
LjX ◦ ϕS . If
we write LjX(s, w) = s · ξX(w), then this translates to ϕS(w) · ξX(w) = ϕ(w).
We conclude that the parameter for ξ−1 · χS is given by
strip(ϕ(w)) · ϕ(w)−1 · ϕ(w) · ξX(w)
−1 = strip(ϕ(w)) · ξX(w)
−1.
As remarked in the previous section, under the isomorphism S(F ) ∼= E× the
character ξ−1 · χS is given by the image of the above parameter under the
Shapiro isomorphism H1(WF , Ŝ) ∼= H
1(WE ,C×). This isomorphism is ob-
tained on the level of cochains by restriction to WE followed by composition
with χ0 ∈ X
∗(Ŝ). In other words, we have for w ∈WE
χS · ξ
−1(Art(w)) = χ0(strip(ϕ(w)) · ξX(w)
−1). (6.2.1)
Let (T̂ , B̂, {Xα∨}) be the standard splitting of Ĝ. That is, B̂ is the set of upper
triangular matrices, and {Xα∨} consists of the matrices in gln(C) all of whose
entries are zero except for a unique non-zero entry in the upper off-diagonal.
Then we have
ξX(w) = rB,X(w)n(σw), (6.2.2)
where σw ∈ Ω(T̂ ) is the projection of ϕ(w), rB,X :WF → T̂ is a certain 1-chain,
and n(σw) ∈ N(T̂ ) is a certain lift of σw, both of which are constructed in [LS87,
§2].
Proposition 6.2.1. For any α ∈ R(Ŝ, Ĝ), write α > 0 if α ∈ R(Ŝ, B̂), and let
α∨ = xα − yα, be the unique expression of α in terms of the standard basis of X∗(Ŝ).
Then for any w ∈ WF the following equality holds
strip(ϕ(w)) · n(σw)
−1 =
∏
α>0
σ−1w α<0
yα(−1).
In particular
χ0(strip(ϕ(w)) · n(σw)
−1) = 1.
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Proof. The proof of the first statement proceeds by induction on the length of a
reduced expression of σw in terms of B̂-simple reflections. If the length is 1, the
statement is immediate. The general case follows from [Bou, VI.§1.no 6. Cor 2]
and the fact that α 7→ yα is Ω(T̂ )-equivariant.
The second statement follows from the fact that χ0(yα) = 1 for all α > 0.
Equations (6.2.1) and (6.2.2) and Proposition 6.2.1 imply
ξ−1 · χS(Art(w)) = χ0(rB,X(w)
−1) (6.2.3)
for all w ∈ WE , and we turn to computing rB,X . To lighten the notation, we
will write Γ instead of ΓK/F for the Galois group of the finite extension K/F .
Using the bijections between Z/nZ and the standard bases ofX∗(T̂ ) andX∗(T̂ )
established in the previous section, the set R(T̂ , Ĝ) is identified with the com-
plement of the diagonal in Z/nZ × Z/nZ. Recall that Ŝ is the Galois module
whose underlying abelian group is T̂ and whose Galois-structure is given by
ϕ. Thus the set R(Ŝ, Ĝ) is also identified with the complement of the diagonal
in Z/nZ×Z/nZ, but it has a twisted action of Γ = 〈s〉⋊〈Q〉. We write Z/nZ† for
the set Z/nZ − {0}. The group 〈Q〉 acts on Z/nZ† with Q being multiplication
by q. The group 〈±1〉 acts on both sides by multiplication. The injection
η : Z/nZ† → R(Ŝ, Ĝ), z 7→ (0, z) (6.2.4)
is 〈Q〉×〈±1〉-equivariant and its image is a cross-section for the set of 〈s〉-orbits
in R(Ŝ, Ĝ). In particular, it induces a bijection between the set of orbits of 〈Q〉
on Z/nZ† and the set of orbits of 〈s〉 ⋊ 〈Q〉 on R(Ŝ, Ĝ), which restricts to a
bijection between the symmetric orbits on both sides (recall that the symmetric
orbits are the ones preserved by 〈±1〉).
When n is even, there is a unique inertially symmetric orbit in R(Ŝ, Ĝ) (recall
this notion from Section 4.2), namely the one containing the element (0, n/2).
It corresponds to the unique symmetric orbit in Z/nZ† which is a singleton.
When n is odd, there is no inertially symmetric orbit in R(Ŝ, Ĝ) and no single-
ton symmetric orbit in Z/nZ†.
Let Ξ ⊂ Z/nZ† be a set of representatives for the orbits of 〈Q〉 × 〈±1〉. Then we
have
rB,X(w) =
∏
a∈Ξ
rB,X,a(w). (6.2.5)
We will now describe rB,X,a, for a given a ∈ Ξ. Let Γη(a) be the subgroup of Γ
stabilizing η(a), and let Γ±η(a) be the subgroup stabilizing the set {η(a),−η(a)}.
We have the following cases:
1. If the orbit of a is not symmetric, and 〈Qm〉 is the stabilizer of a in 〈Q〉,
then
Γη(a) = Γ±η(a) = 〈Q
m〉.
A set of representatives Γ˙±η(a) for Γ/Γ±η(a) is given by
Γ˙±η(a) = {s
kQt|k ∈ Z/nZ, 0 ≤ t < m}.
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2. If the orbit of a is symmetric but not a singleton, and 〈Qm〉 is the stabilizer
of the set {a,−a} in 〈Q〉, then
Γη(a) = 〈Q
2m〉 and Γ±η(a) = 〈s
aQm〉.
A set of representatives Γ˙±η(a) for Γ/Γ±η(a) is given by
Γ˙±η(a) = {s
kQt|k ∈ Z/nZ, 0 ≤ t < m}.
3. If 2|n and a = n2 , then
Γη(a) = 〈Q〉 and Γ±η(a) = 〈s
n
2 〉⋊ 〈Q〉.
A set of representatives Γ˙±η(a) for Γ/Γ±η(a) is given by
Γ˙±η(a) = {s
k|0 ≤ k <
n
2
}.
The assignment
p(Γ˙±η(a) · η(a)) = 1
provides a gauge p : Γ · {±η(a)} → {±1} on the Γ × {±1}-orbit of η(a). We
have
rB,X,a(w) = sB/p,a(σw) · rp,X,a(w), (6.2.6)
where the first term is constructed in [LS87, §2.4], and the second term in [LS87,
§2.5]. Since the image of WE in ΓK/F is generated by Q, it will be enough to
compute the value of χ0(sB/p(·)) at Q.
Lemma 6.2.2. We have
χ0(sB/p,a(Q)) =
{
−1 , if 〈Q〉 · a is symmetric and not singleton
1 , else
Proof. Recall that sB/p,a(σ) is equal to the product of λ(−1), where λ ∈ X∗(Ŝ)
belongs to the Γ-orbit of η(a) and satisfies one of the two following conditions
{λ > 0, σ−1λ < 0, p(λ) = 1, p(σ−1λ) = 1}
{λ > 0, σ−1λ > 0, p(λ) = −1, p(σ−1λ) = 1}.
The elements λ > 0 in the Γ-orbit of η(a) which pair non-trivially with χ0 are
precisely the 〈Q〉-orbit of η(a). They never meet the first condition, because
they failQ−1λ < 0. We consider the second condition. If the orbit is symmetric
and singleton, then λ > 0 ⇔ p(λ) = 1. If the orbit is asymmetric, then Γ
preserves p. In either case, we see that no λmeets the second condition.
If the orbit of a is symmetric and not a singleton, then an element of the form
λ = Qtη(a) satisfies p(λ) = −1, p(Q−1λ) = 1 if and only if t = m. It follows
that χ0(sB/p(Q)) = χ0(Q
mη(a)(−1)) = −1.
It remains to evaluate χ0(rp,X,a(w)). This is where the χ-data X for the action
of Γ on R(Ŝ, Ĝ), chosen according to Section 4.2, enters. Let F+ and F± be the
fixed fields inK of the groups Γη(a) and Γ±η(a) respectively.
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Lemma 6.2.3. If 〈Q〉 · a is either asymmetric or symmetric and not a singleton, then
rp,X,a(w) = 1.
Proof. Let χa : F
×
+ → C
× be the character associated to η(a) in Section 4.2. If
〈Q〉 · a is asymmetric, this character is trivial and the statement follows imme-
diately. In the second case, this is the unique non-trivial unramified quadratic
character of F×+ . We enlarge the field K if necessary to ensure it contains the
unramified quadratic extension of F+, whichwe call F2. Then χa kills the norm
subgroup N(F×2 ), and under the Artin reciprocity mapW
ab
F+
→ F×+ it provides
a character on WF+ that factors through the quotient ΓF2/F+ . We now use the
formula for rp,X,a from [LS87, §2.5]. In our situation all computation can be
performed in ΓK/F instead ofWK/F . We have for σ ∈ ΓK/F
rp,X,a(σ) =
m−1∏
t=0
∏
k∈Z/nZ
χa(v0(uk,t(σ)))
skQtη(a)
where uk,t(σ) is the unique element of ΓF±/F of the form
Q−ts−kσslQs, l ∈ Z/nZ, 0 ≤ s < m
and for τ ∈ ΓF±/F the element v0(τ) is the unique one in ΓF+/F of the form
τ(saQm)ǫ, 0 ≤ ǫ ≤ 1.
It is enough to compute rp,X,a(σ) for σ = s and σ = Q. We claim that in
both these cases the value χa(v0(uk,t(σ))) is independent of k. In the first case
one has uk,t(s) ∈ IF±/F , hence v0(uk,t(s)) = uk,t(s) ∈ IF+/F = IF±/F , which
belongs to the kernel of χa. In the second case one has{
uk,t(Q) = 1 , t > 0
uk,0(Q) = s
aQm , t = 0
=⇒
{
v0(uk,t(Q)) = 1 , t > 0
v0(uk,0(Q)) = Q
2m , t = 0
This shows that indeed the value χa(v0(uk,t(σ))) for σ = s,Q is independent
of k. Then we obtain
rp,X,a(σ) =
m−1∏
t=0
χa(v0(u0,t(σ)))
Qt
∑
k∈Z/nZ s
kη(a)
Since η(a) belongs to the coroot lattice of Ŝ and s ∈ Ω(Ŝ) is an elliptic element,
we conclude that rp,X,a(σ) = 1.
Lemma 6.2.4. If 〈Q〉 ·a is the unique symmetric singleton orbit, then for all w ∈WE
we have
χ0(rp,X,a(w)) = χa(Art(w)),
where χa is the character on F
×
+ = E
× associated to the root η(a) in Section 4.2.
Proof. We are in the situation 2|n and a = n/2, thus η(a) = (0, n/2). The only
factor in the product defining rp,X,a(w)which pairs non-trivially with χ0 is the
factor χa(v0(u0(w)))
η(a), and we have
χ0(χa(v0(u0(w)))
η(a)) = χa(v0(u0(w))).
SinceWE =WF+ , we have v0(u0(w)) = w.
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We are now ready to state the final formula for the character χS · ξ
−1 of E×.
Let vE be the valuation on E
× which sends uniformizers to 1. We will write
sgn(q,Z/nZ) for the sign of the permutation which multiplication by q induces
on the set Z/nZ. If 2|n, then η(n/2) is a representative for the unique inertially
symmetric orbit of Γ in R(Ŝ, Ĝ). In that case we have F+ = E. Let χη(n/2) be
the character ofE× constructed in Section 4.2 corresponding to the root η(n/2).
Proposition 6.2.5. For e ∈ E× we have
χS · ξ
−1(e) =
{
sgn(q,Z/nZ)vE(e) , if 2 ∤ n
sgn(q,Z/nZ)vE(e) · χη(n/2)(e)
−1 , if 2|n
.
Proof. According to Equations (6.2.3), (6.2.5), (6.2.6), we have
χS · ξ
−1(Art(w)) =
∏
a∈Ξ
χ0(sB/p,a(σw) · rp,X,a(w))
−1.
We write Ξ as the disjoint union
Ξ = Ξa ⊔ Ξsn ⊔ Ξss,
according to whether an element a ∈ Ξ represents a asymmetric, a symmetric
and non-singleton, or a symmetric and singleton orbit. This is equivalent to
η(a) representing an asymmetric, symmetric but inertially asymmetric, or an
inertially symmetric orbit of Γ in R(Ŝ, Ĝ). Note that Ξss is empty when 2 ∤ n
and contains exactly one element of 2|n.
Then according to Lemmas 6.2.3 and 6.2.4 we have
χS · ξ
−1(e) =
∏
a∈Ξsn
(−1)vE(e)
∏
a∈Ξss
χa(e)
−1
Since sgn(q,Z/nZ) is equal to the parity of the number of symmetric orbits of
even size in Z/nZ, which is equal to the number of symmetric orbits of even
size in Z/nZ†, we see that the first product is equal to sgn(q,Z/nZ)vE(e).
6.3 A comparison with the rectifying character
The purpose of this section is to prove the following:
Theorem 6.3.1.
χS = ξ · µξ.
Proof. If 2 ∤ n, then the theorem follows at once from Proposition 6.2.5 above,
Theorem 2.1(1) of [BH05b], and the well known observation of Zolotarev that
sgn(q,Z/nZ) is equal to the Jacobi symbol (q/n) if n is odd.
For the remainder of the proof, we assume 2|n. Recall that we have the ad-
missible pair (E/F, ξ) with the property that theWF -representation Ind
WF
WE
ξ is
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isomorphic to the one given by the epipelagic parameter ϕ : WF → Ĝ. In par-
ticular, E/F is totally tamely ramified. Working through section 1 of [BH05b]
we gather the following data:
l = 1, E0 = E,E1 = F, d0 = [E : F ] = n, d1 = 1, S(ξ) = {1}, i
+ = i+ = 1, d
+ = 1.
Let ψF : F → C× be a character trivial on pF but non-trivial on OF . For every
field extensionK/F we set ψK = ψF ◦TrK/F . Then, for each tower L/K/F we
have the Langlands constant
λL/K =
ǫ(IndΓKΓL 1L,
1
2 , ψK)
ǫ(1L,
1
2 , ψL)
.
Since ξ|U2E = 1, we can choose an element α ∈ E
× with valuation valE(α) = −1
and the property that
ξ|U1E (x) = ψE(α(x − 1)).
Given any uniformizing element ω ∈ E× we put
ζ(ω, ξ) = wα ∈ kE .
Since α is well defined up to multiplication by U1E , this element does not de-
pend on the choice of α. Theorem 2.1(2) of [BH05b] then asserts that
µξ(ω) =
(
ζ(ω, ξ)
q
)
· λE/F .
Note that both factors depend on the arbitrary character ψF , but their product
is independent of ψF .
We want to show that this formula agrees with the formula for χS · ξ
−1 given
in Proposition 6.2.5.
Lemma 6.3.2. Let E2 be the subfield of K fixed by the subgroup {1, s
n
2 } × 〈Q〉 of
ΓK/F . Then
λE/F = sgn(q,Z/nZ) · λE/E2 .
Proof. The extension E/E2 is quadratic and ramified, and we have (see e.g.
[BH05b, §1.5])
λE/F = λE/E2 · λ
2
E2/F
.
If [E2 : F ] is odd, then λ
2
E2/F
is trivial. If [E2 : F ] is even, then ΓK/F contains
the normal subgroup {1, s
n
4 , s
n
2 , s
3n
4 }. We claim that this group preserves E2.
Indeed,E2 is the subfield ofK fixed by bothQ and s
n
2 and one sees right away
that if an element e has this property, then so does s
n
4 e. Let E4 be the subfield
of E2 fixed by s
n
4 . Then we have
λ2E2/F = λ
2
E2/E4
=
(
−1
q
)
.
All in all, we obtain
λE/F =
(
−1
q
) [E:F ]
2 −1
· λE/E2 .
The lemma now follows from [DH05, Thm. 1].
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We conclude that
µξ(ω) = sgn(q,Z/nZ) ·
(
ζ(ω, ξ)
q
)
· λE/E2
and focus on the product of the second and third factors. Recall that these
factors depend on the arbitrary character ψF , with ζ(w, ξ) involving ψE = ψF ◦
TrE/F , and λE/E2 involving furthermore ψE2 = ψF ◦ TrE2/F . All of these
characters enter into the above objects through their reduction to kE = kE2 =
kF , and for these reductions we have
ψE(x) = ψF (nx), ψE2(x) = ψF (
n
2
x), x ∈ kF .
We choose ψF so that its reduction satisfies ψF (nx) = ξ(ωx + 1) for all x ∈ kF .
Then by construction we have ζ(ω, ξ) = 1. The following lemma completes the
proof of the theorem:
Lemma 6.3.3. With the above choice of ψF , we have
λE/E2 = χη(n/2)(ω)
−1.
Proof. According to the construction of Section 4.2, we have χη(n/2)(ω)
−1 =
λE/E2(ξα,ω), where ξα,ω is the character on kE2 = kE obtained as the composi-
tion
ξα,ω : kFα
x 7→ωx+1 // U1Fα/U
2
Fα
ξα // C× ,
where ξα : U
1
E → C
× is dual to the homomorphism
P
  // W
ϕ // T̂
α // C× ,
andα = η(n/2). Our goal is to show that the characters ξα,ω and x 7→ ξ(ω2
−1x+
1) of kE2 are translates under k
2
E2
.
We claim that ξα : U
1
E → C
× is the restriction of the character on E× given by
x 7→ ξ(x · x−τ )
where τ is the non-trivial element of ΓE/E2 . Indeed, the homomorphisms ϕ
and ϕξ have the same restriction to P , so ξα is the restriction to U
1
E of the char-
acter of E× given by the composition
E×
Art−1 // W abE
ϕξ // T̂
α // C× ,
while, according to the Shapiro isomorphism, ξ is the character of E× given by
the composition
E×
Art−1 // W abE
ϕξ // T̂
χ0 // C× .
The claim follows from the fact that α = χ0 − s
n
2 · χ0, and s
n
2 restricts to E as
the non-trivial automorphism preserving E2.
The claim implies ξα,ω(x) = ξ(ω2x+ 1), and the proof is complete.
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6.4 Epipelagic representations for GLn
Consider an embedding j : S → G and a character χ : S(F ) → C× subject to
Conditions 2.3.1. The following facts are easily checked.
Fact 6.4.1. We have S(F ) ∼= E× for a totally ramified extension E/F of degree n.
Moreover, χ : E× → C× is generic in the sense of Kutzko [My86, Def. 2.2.3].
Fact 6.4.2. The representation obtained from (jS, jχS) coincides with the representa-
tion obtained from the admissible pair (E×, χ) in [BH05a, §2.3].
Lemma 6.4.3. The toral invariant fjS,G is trivial.
Proof. We replacing j by a G(F )-conjugate embedding we can find g ∈ G such
that g−1σg is a permutation matrix for any σ ∈ Γ. One then computes immedi-
ately that with respect to the standard splitting of GLn, the element f
coh
jS,G(Xα)
is trivial.
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